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CHAPTER I

THE PROGRAM REVIEW
jr,

A. DEFINING A PROGRAM Rgview

The Purposeof Program Review
.

Program review is a process used to evaluate the
quality of a school program and to identify. ways in

which the progfam ean,be im proved. Program reviews may
be Conducted by State Department of Education, county. or

..district-personnel who, although external to the school,
-share accountability with the personnel at the school .
for the qqality of ,the instruction provided' for

students. The review process may be used by-the echOol
staff.

.)

The primary purpose, of program review, whether an
'external or internal review, is to improve the school
program. It is a means for developing and busk/lining a
high quality educatio al program for each student.

The Scope of ran Review

The program review process described in this hand-,

book is based on a particular perspective toward.the
school program. This perspective places the focus on
students and examines the effect the instruction
received by the student actually has upon the student,
the effect the support for the instruttione 'program has
updu Instruction and the student, and the'effect the
program improvement process has upon both instructional
supportsand instruction. The relationship among these
aspects of ihe school program is shown in Figure I.

Notice_ that the student?is at -Us center and is the

intended recipient directly or indirectly, of the

effect of the other aspects of the school, program which
'are depicted as concentric rings around the student.'

I-1

Instruction

For review pyrposes, instruction -'is defined in two
ways. First, it is that instruction actually received
by the student in contrast to the instruction offered by
the school or, in other words, the instruction actually
experienced by/the'student versus instrdition launched
toward him or her by the. staff, Secondly, instruction
is broadly applied end includes all the leatning
experiences of students during the school day as well as
during extracurricular activities under the control of
the school.

Support

-The next ring includes two kinds of Activities:
Those anned es support-to instruction, such as staff
develp nt and parent involvement, and those servicei
that directly' support students, such as guidance and
beolth services.

sA
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TbW Improvement Process

The outermost ring of activities, the improvement
process, 'include*, the council/committees which have

responsibilities for planning the program and all of the
informal as well u formal processes used in developing
the planned program. These include both yearly and

ongding planning and evaruation activities as well as
activities which, translate the planned, program into

action.

The Review Strategy

The review strategy' is based on the perspective
toward the school program just described. The review
starts with the student and works out toward instruc-

tion, support, and how the planned program is being.

translated 'into action. this difection - -tram' the

siudent. outward - -is complemented by a review of the"

planned program Wkich looks at how the plan was or' was
not translated into action and at the effect of plan-
ning,ning, translation, evaluatidn, and suppor Ai activities on

instruction. Thus, the review team wil go back and
forth thiough the rings or layers of the school program
to determine'the effect of one part df the program on

f 1. another and analyzing Ahoy the effects might be 'improved

or maintained, pursuing key linkages where activities

,
have been particularly effective or where imirovempnts

. might pave particularly high payoffs. The Yinks

emphasized are: ,. f

The link between the instruction received by the
student and what adults do to make this instruc-

, tion happen for the student'and .

The links between the'plannd program and trans-
lation activities and between the translation t

-0Ctivities and t't implemented prgram

CI

-
The strategy used by the reviewers is to develop a

picture of -how things work for the students at the
school. This picture is, developed. -primarily from

observation of individual students, analysis of the

student's current work (connecting the current work to
past work), instruct1ional staff and student explanations
of student's parent and past activities, and instruc-
tional and danagement'material usa0 by the staff. Theme
observations are supplemented4hy discussions with staff

and parents. This picture forms the basis for the

reviewers' judgment of the effect Of instruction on the

student.

After the reviewers 'have a picture of what 'is
happening'for the students, they .focus on finding out
what' processes at the school contributed to what is

happening. The reviewers seek explanations frost staff
of why they do things ,,the way. ,they do, where the

'instructional program comes from, how it is supported

and. improved, how plans get translated into action, and
so'on. The focus I* on effects rather than on prbcess
for processis' sake. This picture forms the bests' for

the. reviewers' suggestiods regarding opportunities, for
improving the effect of instruction on students.

. .

As the reviewer completes the review of .'the pro-

gram, a report of .findings is Piepared (see *Chapter

III). The report, which is based on the perspective

toward a school Kogram described earlier, provides for
two types of finding!: (1).the judgment of quality -of

4hteffect of each aspect of the: program ander review;
and 4.2) su4gestek. opportunities for improving or

sustaining th effectiveness of the program.

1-2
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By using these opportunities for improving, the reviewer
'ideittifies-prime impkovement' mete and indicates how the .

improvement process at the school can be _activated. to )

improve or sustain the quality of the program in' the

areas identified.

'The Relationshiiletween Program Review,
an Ongoing Planning add Evaluation

The program review process described in this hand-,"
book .is designed to complement, not replace,' the exist-
log ongoing planning and evaluation processes at a

school. 3eviewers should idike extensive use of infor-
mation developed within#Ohe,sChool's ongoing planning
and evaluation procedures. Together, program review and
planning.and evaluation procedures can forth amajoi part
of the total evaluationprocess 9t a school.

Reviews conducted by reviewers from .outside the

school provide a fresh viewpointband independent vali-
dation of internal review findings. The program review
conducted for the State Department of Education,-sither

/by a state review team or through 'a consortium of dis-
tricts, will be basedon this handbook. In contract

the two or three days available for external reviews, a
school' can use all or part of these procedures over a

,, longer period of time. Such use of these procedures by
the people at a school prior to an external review can

'do much to improve the validity of, the external revief.
Familiar ty with the review criteria and procedur48

will help Itaff and perentcommunicate effectively with
reviewers; and they w help reviewers obtain the

information they need t make informed judgments.

The findings of program review,` whether internal or
external,'. can be of assistance in discussions and

decision making about designing and implelenting staff

1

1-3

development a ixities, in determining where assistance
is needed, and n determining .where changes fie needed' .1.

in the way the:. planned program is translated ietto,

action. In short, the program review process yields r

information that is essential to effective program .-

development--information about what is workJng.well and
why and what should be changed and how. Program review
can be a valuable part in the program improvement.eycle
of planning, translating the planned program into
action, evaluating the implemented program, and
modifying the planned program.

Program Review Responsibilities

For the purpose of program review, to" be achieved,
reviewers and school personnel alike must recognise and
accept their reOonsibilities for ensuring that, the
review proceed is a Jeans for developing and sustaining
a high quality educational program for ach student at
the sdhool.

Major Responsibilities of the Reviewers

,

The major responsibilities of the reviewers are:

To'conduct the review thoroughly enough for the
development of a clear and accurate understanding
of the effectiveness of the school program.

To use that knowledge to make usable suggestions
for increasing or sustaining the effectiveness
of the program.

In fulfiping these responsibilities, each reviewer

must:

. Prior'to enteridg into the review process, put
aside any preconceptions of what the program

4,
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'

Should be. like as well as any..personii,..educi-

tional,'or 4anagerial preferences.
.4 .

Use the self-review findings to facilitate
discualions with school staff abdparenta,
These discussions should cover the school pro-

gramand howwell itpls working and provide
evidence sufficient,to'verify, egtend, clarify,

enrich, or repudiate those findings.
- , %

r- 4

.ie able to reflect back to the sChool4as'a.
mirror- -the.picture he':oz.she has developed

'of the effectivenees,of the_school.program.
I,

,

s be-able tg link the knowledge ,of whit the pro

gram is With What the school community'intepds
to be in suCh.a way. that the school.

community can use the program review experience
as a spaisngboard for concerted impro ment,

atiyitiei. 91:

p- Recognize and support the program improvement,

. efforts of the school community.

- .

Major besp(rnsibilities of the Sehool Community
111.

The major-responstbilitins of the staff, parents,
ianibcommunity members invotved-in a pftgram review are:

1p

To knovithe planned' program and how well

.working for the'srUden40. This requires know-

ledge of the 'planned program as a whole.

'44,1k To know what he or she is doing in relation tO
the planned program. . --

To be ready to share this knowledge With the*
,review teas and to be able to direct, reviewers
to the information they need to fulfill their,

41,.. ;responsibilities: .

,I

.

To be faiiliar with the program review process).
and criteria described in this handbook.

* 411.

e. TO be involved' as a total staff identify -
-ing program strengths sind Weaknesses fRibelatfon
to program review "Opportunities for Improving"

o
and the corresponding criteria. This requires'

sp ling out activities which are working well

as 1 as areas where:improvementst'are deeded.

To baeb e to describe to the review team how
. the scho 1!6 self review results fit into the
ongoing lanning and evaluation process.

In essen e, the role of' arkpol pereennei is one
fhat is. cfeat throulh shared ,understanding ocithe
revielt process- And how that process _interfanos th

-..

implementation of'their planned program.

How,the) 1 community'Preparesefor a Program-Review
.4 #

Uhl e review team is responsible for learning

as much a e program as can be learned in a limited
perioiof time, the school communi5 ,is responsible for
making sure that the.team is given accurate and, complete

information about the grograsr... Therefore, a school

community'prepares for.program'review--whether internal
or external 7-throughongoing planning and evaluation

activities that, enable the members, to know how well

their program's working and why.

Since exteilki review teams wil be using thka

andbook, schools to be reviellee 'should be familiar.with

t se* "prdcedures and adapt them valuating the

curregi effectivenesd'of their.pr gram. The procedures

can be ppliad

Each teache edging the effect of his oi her.

instruct nal program; using the Ofogramrevi.4

13
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1

criteria, and identifying opportunities for
improvement.

61ch classroom teacher trading classrooms th

another teacher to observe "how' and "what'.
.students are learning and judging the eff ct of
instruction on students:

Teachers at each grade level or grade span selecting
a teacher or a fewteachers to apply the instruc-
tion and instructional support Criteria in each
classtoom.

The/ School Site Council, School Advisory Council,
lb . Bilingual Advisory Committee selecting members to

form a review team to review the total program,'
using the criteria for judging the effectiveness
of instruction, support, and the improvement
process.

The findings of the self-reviews should not be
A fbctised on the "rating", but on hot., the program is

affecting atudentsk That is, what has been learned
during the review. However, if the ratings are to be

known by the sspff and others at the school so that they,
can be shared with a review leer and 'used for making
decisions about program improvement activities and

confirmation of* program effediveness, what was learned
about the program through the review process 'must be

Communicated to the entire school community.
soh

While the review process described in this 'handbook
__covers the total planned program at the school, school
gpersonnel planning for program improvement may find it

beneficial to review part of their programs at a time,
coverimi,the entire program over a period of months
rather than-trying to review the entire. program at one

. .

time.

1-5

B. THE PROCESS OF PROGRAM REVIEW

Preparing' for. the Program Review

This section describes how a program review is
conducted. While the descriptions and' instructions are
directed primarily-toward reviewers who are external to
the sChodt, the school should adapt, as appropriate,
parts of this process for use in-self-review of the

quality of the school prograni.

ResOing the School Plan

The school plan is the iirat contact the reviewer has
with the program at the school. Prior to the school
visit, the reviewer will read the school plan

thoroughly, probably several times, to ensure
understanding of the planned program.

After reading the plan,*the reviewer.showkd know:

- The special funding received by'the school and-
Yelated'program requirements

The nature of the student population

The program areas that will be reviewed

, The goals of the program and.expectations for
student and adult performance.(objectives)

e. What should bs observable (activities)

Relationship among needs, olrctives, and
activities

Processes defined in the school plan (planning and-
* evaluation activities, monitoring of program imple-

'



mentptiom, articulation,sind/or Coordina;ion activities

designed to bring together the various services-

provided. for students)

Invertilation strategies which. the reviewer will

'use to find or validate those processes which are' not

clearly defined

The reviewer must have a good grasp of the planned
program as represented in the school plan in order to

understand. the program 'provided for students at the

school and how the people at the school plan to make the

prograa,work.

Centaciing the Scheel

Approximately four weeks fore;the school visit

the. review team leader will tel hone the principal_to:

Discuss the self-review process used by the school-in

preparing for the review

Discuss the review procedures to be used by the

. reviewers, and establish the, review schedule

Clarify any queitions about the program stemming from

the review of the school' plan,-

Idetitifyany major changesan'ty plan or budget

Identify areas of the school program to be covered in

the review'

Identify the documents that the team will need to

review'

Clarify any concerns or questions that school principal

and staff may have'

16

Discuss the nature o the school community

/
Identify ali special services currently Offered it

schgol site

Discuss how ,the random sample of students representa-
tive of the program areas to be reviewed will be

,chosen. The school usually has some form -of numbering

system for the attendance register. Agree on a

procedure for the principal to use and agree that
procedure will 'be 'verified on the first day of the

review.

Prelikinary Meetings

On the evening prior to the actual review, the
review team will meet with a representative team from

the school. The school team's composition is the

principal/s decision. The lead reviewer should suggest.

that the principal may like 'to invite SSC /SAC /MC

chairperson and program manager. Other school or _
community personnel may be invited 'at the discretion of

the principal.

The meeting will be used to:

Introduce team members

. Discuss the purpose of-the revieW

1-6

Review the procedures, e.g., daily interviews with

students, following the sampled students' programs,.
observations in the classrooms of program improvement

areas, talking to students, discussing their work,

talking to Aides about thpir'r91es, talking to
curricaum leaders such as department heidi; fining
to district personnel and other adults involved in the

instructional protein";



Coordinate three -day schedule

Learn,about the school/community setting f

1
Review any self-review information
staff

provided

the staff

by slokool,.

Reviaw contents of the school plan and update supplied

by to schol staff 1

Discuss other areas of concern as they are identified

Followingthe meeting with school personnel, the
',review team will have an organized meeting. The purpose

of this meeting is to:

Assign responsibilitiei for specific program areas

baits reviewed'

Formulat'ques4ions to be answered during the review

procest

Outline review strategies

Dvelop a common understanding of team procesiet

Identify possible problem areas

. t

Begin to develop team rapport

Discuss the school plan

Plan strategies for ehe review

Define reviewer roles anApresponsibilities
,

(

Designate meeting times during the review to "touch
base" and share perceptions

218

Review theschedule

ift41

0,

Get ow each other's interests and strength:

Conducting the Review

In finding out abOpt the quality of the
gram, three basic review procedures are used

room observation; t (2) interviews--both fo

informal, and (3) the review of records and

theca_ pro-

.0.

1 'Add

cumentst

Each of these methods is used in conjunction. with the

others. For example, -while observing'in e,classroom the
reviewer will learn what currently is happening.

andlooking at a student's 'work of a few days ago and,-

records of students' progress over 4 few months, the

reviewer then develops a sense of how appropriate .and
how typical the observed activities are. Similarily, by-
-Salk.ing with the teacher and students about the observed

activities, the reviewer can' verify the accuracy and
completeness of his or her observations. Information

gathered through each method is verified by information
from one or both of the other 'procedure::-.

ObservatiOn,of,Instruction

4
Through' observation of instruction, whenever it

takes place, the reviewer gathers basfc information,

about the school program,in order to judge the effect of

the initructional program on how and what students are
learning, the effect of staff development activities on
those working with the 4tudents, the effect of other

instructional support activities, the effect of

activities to translate the planned ,progrial into action

and so forth.

JOTE: Observation of instruction includes t'formal

interviews with students and staff, based upon what has.
been observed; ai well as the observation of activities.

1-7 A
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Interviewm,

. The basic informatio'n gained through classroob

observation is verified, clarified, and expanded,thtoug47

interviews. fhterviews enable the reviewers to,leitn'how

the program came to be the way it as well'as to,

better understand the program as it is and.mi$hb .be.,
4t

In the th;eeday review procedi, interviews are an

extremely important source of information about the

program and how staff, students, and .parents relate to
the'program.)eCr9up interviews with teachers; aides, stu-
dents, councils/committees,ldisrfict pervenel, support 1

btaff, and volunteers serve several major' purposes. They

enable reviewers to:

20,

Verify data obtained from other sources

'e Collect data that have not been gathered from other

sources ,

--,./

Resolve conflicts in data collected -4, Newsletters and other communications to parents
. 4,- -

Revidw of Records and Documentation. ,

\,

Information gai the.re& through classroom observations

f
of- instruction and interviews is- verified, xpandel, and

clarified through the review-of such record as:

. , .

Lists of students to re&eive special seryicea; such

as LEP, Title I/SCE",,tand students wigs exceptional

,needs

.

Records of student progress, including IEPI,4LPI, _ '

and other individualized learning plans

SWent test results, including Cali'fornla Assessment ,

'
Program (CAP) data, over,a ptriod of yearsI.
Minutes of SS$ /SAC /BAC meetings ,

Evaluations of staff development and parent
edu5ation activities

Give people the opportunity to share past experiences,

pr sent realities, of Auture plans which the reviewers

si ht not have uncovered al
Reviewers are, cautioned to ropember that only those

rtecords that promote program implementation and improve -

ment and those that are necessary tedocument compliance

with laws and regulations ehoUld be maintained by the

school: Therefore, do not overemphasize the imPOrtance .

of records and documents.

Program evaluation inPormation, includi ng self -

review findings

Offer an opportunity for people to ask questions of

the team

'Gave the team an opportunity to inform the group of

areas 'still needing clarification
4

4
1
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How these three reviev procedures: observations of
instruction, interview*, and review of records and

.documents are used in the evaluation of the program is
described in Chapter II.

The evinkethat occur. during a program review.

The evedti which are a standard part of a review are:

An, informal introductory meeting with the staff (if
posesible)

An initial meeting with the prilicipal

Obervation of instruction, including observations of
individual students

Individual interviews with -staff and students

Group interviews - for staff, by department or subject
arta, as 'well as with committees, including student
organisations

Ongoing discussions with the' principal about the
,progress, of the review

Compliance review with the princ10,11

Ongoing meetings of reviewers during the review days
and evenings '-

AD Preparation of the ft:41 report

ti

22

I

go.

Two-stage 'report:

- To she principal
- To the total school community

Introductory Meeting with the School Staff

If 'possible, arrangements should be made for a short
informal meeting of the school staff and the reviewers
prior_to the beginning of classes on the first morning
of review. During this meeting the 'reviewers will:

1-9

Deqcribe the pUrpose of the review:

- To fudge the quality of the school, program, using
A the Program Review Handbook 4

- To make recommendations regarding program
improvement

- To recognize program strengths

- Ito assess program compliance, using 'the Guide for
Reveiwing School Program Compliance

Describe the procedures that will be'folloWed:

- Observation in eacbti5 instructional setting included

in the planned program and special education
programs

- Interviews with, and following of, individual
styAents 4

;

Grp interviews with, teachers, students, aides,
support staff, councils/committees, parent
volunteers', district office 'staff

23
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Initial' Interview with the Principal
/

During this interview the reviewers will seek fnfor-

matiOn to help then get started on the review. This

information may. include:

Historical perspeOtive of the school, e.g. changes

-in program and or implementation processes, period

special funding, changes in student population,

changes in teacher staff, and so forth

Self-review process and results

Final schedule for review

Location of documents to be studied .

Personnel employed - -name, funding, role,' and

responsibility

-so Map, of school and schedule of classes, labs, and so

forth

Any special programs not indicated in school,plan

instructional settings, discussions wiht members of the

school staffilwand further discussions with the student.

Observation of Instruction

At least one reviewer visits each instructional

setting that falls within the scope of the review.

of Instructional 'settings include classrooms, shops,

resource specialist rooms,' libraries, gymd, theaters,

and media centers. 4s'necessary, return vieitapions,aie

-made to verify information and establish fits

understanding of,theechool program.

Any other information the principal wishes to

communicate to the reviewers

.4p Individual Student Interviews,

t
Z4

Each member will interview several individual

students before observation of instruction begins. These

students should be'selecte4 randomly from among students

representative of the program areas to be, reviewed. The

information obtained from these interviews will help

formulate an image of each student's day, which tan be'

clarified and ,validated through- direct- observatTon in

I-10

c During each. visit to the instructional setting, the

'reviewer focuses on what tudente are doing, talking tO

students, looking pt eir work, and reviewing records

of their progress. The reviewer also talks to the

teacher, and othert-adults such as aides, who may be

working with., the students, to clarify his or her

understanding of how and what the students are learning.

Grolip Interviews

Group interviews are scheduled for 30 to 45,

minutes. Because the teacher intervieif is a key to

,understanding the total instructional program, staff

development and translating activities, an hour or 'more

should be allowed'for this interview.

4 Separate intetviews,should be held for teachers

involved, in each of the different instructional aieas

included in the plan and being reviewed. For, example,

all teachers involved in- improv.ing the math 'program

should meet together with members of the team,. all

teachers involved in implementing reading in the content

areas should meet together with members of the team in a

separate meeting, and so forth.

r



. The people who should 'be include4in each group,
interview are:

Teacher interview:

- All regular classroom teachekrs involved with the
planned program, as described above

- Special education teachers /- specialists

Aide interview:

- All'instruceional aides (classroom, resource/media
-center, E41., and so forth)

- 'ipecial education aides

School support'staff interview:

Other-nonelassroom certificalifed peteonnel assigned
full-time to.theAichdol (iesource teacher, library/
media specialist, program coordinator, resource
specialist, and so forth) - so

- NonclassrooskceAificated personnel assigned
directly to the school on a --part -time basis

(psychologist, nurse, language specialist, and the
like)

Any classified pers411.1 whose duties might be
considered support rathex\ihan instructional .

4, (home/school liaison, parent volunteer,'
coordinator, health'aide)

ale
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e' District support staff interview:

- District-level personnel who are not paid
throughspecial program funding and who are

responsible for the programi at the school ,t
(curriculum, guidance)

- District-level and SESR personnel who are 'aid
through special program funding and who are .0
-directly responsible to the school (prOgram
specialists, evaluators, an the like)

Parent and other nonpaid voluteer aide intervieils:

'NOTE: -SSC/SAC/BAC members should not be includ
this category.

- Those persons who volunteer their time in
classrooms.

- Those persons who volunteer their time in support
activities (making materials, translating,
telephoning; and so forth)

SSC/SAC/BA/interview:

- All members (principal, teachers, other staff
members as. well as went. and communay.
.me rs) of the councils/comaittees siFuld be-
in 1 ded. Logistics may determine that, in a
sc 1 with more than one council/comiittee, only
one of the grow. may be interviewed/at a given
time. In this case, be :lure .thatillach group is
interviewed.
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Ongoing Disc9ssion with-the Principal

During the review, several times should be set aside
for informal and/or formal discussions with the school
principal. These meetings serve to keep the principal

(--_-1

abreast of:

28

Hoi the review is proceeding

Areas in which information is incomplete or missing

ft

Areas in which compliance issues may be arising or in
which infdrmation is incomplete or missing

Scheduling difficulties
Abr

Other information which should be communicated during

the interview

In addition, the meetings provide an opportunity for

the principa), to give feedback to the reviewers about how

the review is being perceilied by the school community as

well as to provide needed information to the reviewers.

Ongoing Reviewer Meetings

ThrouZhOut the review, the reviewers mast meet
frequently to ensure consistency in their perceptions of
the program and the process of review, .as well as, their

concepts of areas for improvement. The several times

.

that have been found to be most productive, for meetings

of ,reviewers are:

Immediately, before of alter lunch (lunch itself is a

good time to talk informally with staff orstudents)
dr

Preceding gro9p interviews - -to determine questions to

be explored an2 issues to be,raised

At the end of each day of the'review--to bagin to
determine quality' ratings, compliance findings, and
opportunities for improvement for those aspects of

the program needing -no further clarification and to

design strategies for collecting additional inf'r-
mat ion anWor resolving conflicts in, information

Preceding the imeliminaryi.report to the piincipal

at which time all compliance findings, quality
ratings, and suggested opportunities for improving
are finalized and the roles determiped for the last

two 'reports

Preliminary Report to the Principal

Prior to Om final retort to the school, the

reviewers meet with the school principal (and anyone
else of his or her choosing) and share their findings of

program quality, their suggestions for program

improvement, and program, compliance findingi that will
be. ptesented in, the final report to 'the- school

community. if the ongoing, discugsioni ,between

reviewers end the ,principal ,+ have been ,Complere

and communications haye been open, , this. preliminary

report should be largely a confirmation of the previous

discussions.

The Final Report. to the School

The final,report Includes the review team's find-
,ings of the quality of the school program,'its Sugges-

tions for program improvement, and the compliance

findings. It is a report to the entire school commu-

nity. For a description fo the final report, see

Chapter III.

1-12.
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111
Row the Findings of the Program Review are Used by,the
School f

Since the primary purpose of program review, whether
internal or extErnal, is to find out how well a program
is working fo 'the benefit of the students' and °tiers
being served by that progrem, the findings of program
review should be'so stated that they can be used ,in
planafig activities that will make the program more
effective, that is, planning whit activities to' continuer
and which to replace or modify.

a.

30
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. 1-13

Following the program review the-SSC/SAC/BAC,
along 4th other staff and parents, should review the
selected opportunities for improving to determine their
potential effectiveness for the school' program and diet)
decide bow, to incorporate,tnem into the prograt: It is
important for staff and parents- to -realize that .the
selected opportunities for improving are not mandates;
they are the reviewers' best suggestions fOirbihow the
school program might be ma4e more effective for the
studi;"&w, the staff, and others of the school.

J
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CHAPTER II

.CONDUCTING THE PROGRAM REVIEW

Th1s chapter describes how to, conduct a program'
review. k is organized into three sections: The
Effect of Instruction on StUdents;.The Effect of Support.
on Instruction; and the Effect. of the Improvement
Process on Support and Instruction. Each' of. these
'sections contains: ,(1) .the,} criteria for judging
quality, (2) a guide for collettypg information, and (3)'
Opportunities for Improving work ;sheets, which are used
to prepase Suggestions for programoimprOvement.

A. USING THE QUALITY CRITERIA

The Criteria for Judging Quality

The quality criteria are intended to describe'the
effect of actillties on the client (e.g., the effect on
the students of instructionar'activities and the effect
on instruction of support ictiviti,p). Each criterion
is referenced to a seven-point scale from high

a effectiveness to low effectiveness. This scale is

anchored by three paragraphs which ,descriebe what 'a.
school program looks -like from the perspectives of -high,
middle, and low effectiveness. The reviewer's job is
to decide which description best fits the aspect of the
program being reviewed. The intermediate points on the
scale are for use when an aspect of the, program is

judged a bit more or less effective than these anchor
descriptions. Awese scales` are designed for use with
the review procederes described inthe handbook and with
the guide for collecting information thaj follows each
quality criterion.

32
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The quality criteria for each section both describe what
the relievers are seeking to learn about- a program and
provide a framework for making judgments about the
effectiveness of each aspect of the program and how that
effectiveness might be enhanced or sustained. In using these,
criteria, reviewers must'observe the effects of instruction
on students and decide which descriptive paragraphs in "How
Students Are Learning", best describes what has been
observed. They must also gain sufficient understandini of
what the instructional.program is, how it came to be the way
it is, and how staff and others are carrying out the program,
todetermine,what could be done to make the prograar,more
effective for the students.

The Guide for Collecting Information

'The guide for collecting information about each.criter -
41On identifies areas of investigation, primary sources of
`information, and verifying sources of information. The
phrases in the Area of Investigation" column are directly
related to the .descrip paragraph* of the quality
criteria. They represent the major topics or themes under-
lying the three descripti paragraphs of each criterion. The
second column, "Primary urges of /Information" identifies
information to be purs either observation or by group
interview. ird column, "Verifying Sources of
Inf&rmation" identifiei substantiating facets that are to be
Pursued by observatiodPinterview, and document, review.

Jet
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In using this guide to find out "what is" in the
program under review and why it is' that way, reviewers

shonkd note the following instructions:

Choose which questions to pursue when and bow.
so` doing, allow the Actual structure of the. .

classroom--the activities in which students 4are
engaged at the moment - -to guide the choice. 'Follow

the clues as they present themselves; do not try to
pursue all quedtions to the same depth in all
classrooms for all students and/or teaching

staff.

In

The ultimate purpose of the review is to judge the
effectiveness of "what is" as it f!lates.to
benefits for students. Do not use the questions as

checklists or as lists of events whose existence

must be verified.

Aa-uplich as possible, purdue answers to several 4

qiestions simultaneously.lbe interrelationships
among the answers are often more important than

verification that isolated events are occurring.

.
This is especially true in linking instruction to
support and in linking both instruction and
support to the improvement process.'

First, form a clear picture of what the program is,

then judge Its effectiveness. Do not make

judgments about the effects of instruction on

10
students, the effects of support on instruction, or

the effects of the improvement process until
your -picture of what is happening is couplet
Premature judgments about effectiveness can
seriously distort both your further investigation

and your conclusions.

34
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Opportunities for Isprovin&

.Immediately tollowing' the guide for collecting

information is a work sheet with opportunities for improving,

statements. These Statements describe what the adults ;he
provide services are doing or might do to achieve beneficial
impact or effect on the client.. The intent of the quality,

criteria ratings is to give the school a status report on the

effectiveness. of the current progfam. The intent of the

opportunities for improving-is to aid the school in moving

from the current status toward improvement by suggesting

areas oq which the school might next focus in its ongoing

planning progress.

In select opportunities for Improving, reviewers

draw -upon their understanding of the school program to

identify activities that:

- Would fbcus on the key or undeilying cause for

do the client. 3

' - .

- Would have the greatest impact on.the'prdgrem,

to improved effectiveness in many areas.

- Would be the best next step to take in an area "ripe" for

-improvementthat is, where staff interest and

motivation in high, where there can be high yield for
efforts expended and which is small enough in scope to

ensure success. 3 it

the` effect

4eading

The selected. opportunities then are expressed so as to

recognize and encourage utilization of the.schoota/improve-
_

ment processes of planning, translating and evaluoion.

11-2 NN
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B. MAKING JUDGMENTS'ABOUT PROGRAM QUALITY

Judging program quality

Over the coyrse of the two or three days of ,..,the
review, theorrevielers will pulling together the

04Fevidence they have collett e into a picture of the

school program. In making p quality judgment, the
reviewers compare this evidential picture with the three
dellcriptive paragraphs which anchor each- quality
criterion., The reveiwers determine the quality rating.
by deciding which criterion description best fits their
picture of 'the school program.

In making judgments about the quality, of each
aspect of the school program, reviewers must adhere to,

the following instructions.

Responsibility for evidence and explanation

Decades the accessibility quality of evidence
at a school will vary considerab y, the issue of who is
responsible for providing evidence and explanation is
crucial. The reviewer, end the school must understand

.their respective responsibilities in establishing
"proof." As used here, "proof" does not mean scientific
or legal proof, but rather "reasonable conclusion"
based in the best available evidence. /

36'

Generally, as the judgment goes from the middle to the
high end of the scale for any particular criterion, the
burden (0 responsibility shifts toward theschool staff. As
the judgment goes from the middle.to'the low end, the byrden
ships to, the reiewers. In making judgments, the reviewer
should use theofollowing guidelines to ensure that the burden
of responsibility is placed correctly and consistently.

oo.

When evidence begins to indicate that an aspect of the
school program fits the higher end of the scale, the .

school, staff has a responsibility to provide
information,.to direct the teviewers' attention to
examples, and to explain how the program works for all
the clienbo. The staff mutt also explain how the
program reaches all of the intended students, rather
than just some. The reviewers have the responsibility
for requesting and listening to these explanations,

purtuing their investigations through observations,
interviews, and record search, until they have enough
evidence to judge what is going on in instruction and to
rate it accordingly.

When evidence begins to indicateNkhat an aspect of the
school program fits the lower end lif the scale the
burden of responsibility shifts to the reviewers to
identify the limitations of the program for the review
criteria under consideration. That is, the reviewers
must understand what is happening and' be able to explain
the eviden

f

e they have found of lack of effectiveness.

I
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NOTE: Lack of evidence of effectiveness is quite
different from evidence of lack of effectiveness.
Failure to find evidence is a failUre of the
review procesis for which.boththe reviewers and
the school share responsibility.

What to do when a program quality, seems to fit a

mixtureof descriptions

The quality criteria for instruction are written in

terms of an individual student. In any school being
reviewed, there will probablt be some students whose

instruction fits one description and other students
whose instruction fits a different description: To

determine how to judge the quality and effectiveness of
an aspect of the instructional program which.. best
described with a mixture of the criteria descriptions,

use the following rules:

Virtually -all students should be receiving initruc-

tion of high (or low) quality to judge as aspect
of the instructional program as high (or low).

If the majority of students are receiving high (or
low) quality instruction, the rating would be

between middle and high (or low).

Use the middle rating for en even mixture of high

and by

-Be especially alert to how the program is meeting, the

'needs of the_ educationally disadvantaged, limited -

EnglishuTroficient (LEP), gifted and talented students,

and students with exceptional needs. .

38
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For any judgments of quality, the . reviewer's primacy

responsibility is to make the best possible judgment. Making

judgment's of quality is not just a technical procedure, so'
reviewers should not expect to give a technical explanation

of how judgments were derived. The techniques described in
this handbook are, designed to isprOve the ability of trained

'educators to gather omplete information upon which, to make

.judgme*ts, and to p de better feedback to the school, and

to make the ludgsen of program review necessary in applying

the criteria, morn_ latent. Nonetheleps, these techniques

cannot repla iewer's owb ability. to sake velue'judg-

ments.

Difficulties in Judging Quality

No matter .hOw well-designed the procedure or MI
well-prepared the reviewer, there will always be difficulties

in making judgments of quality. The difficulties have lead

to different consequences toy each school. 'Reviewers should

be aware of these difficUlties and the potential consequences

-of each at the school being reviewed.

Overgtheralizing

Necessarily, the review is limited to a "slice of time"

sample of situations, time intervals, curriculum content,

students, and so on. Merely assuming that this limited

sample is typical -ii a mistake of overgeneralization. To

avoid overgeneralisation, suppOrt the initial generaliza-

tions from observed samples by relating what students are

doing to the work they are producing. Then-relate this

current work to samples of past work from the last several

weeks. Discuss pasty and current work with the student

S
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as further clarifi tion and support for generalizing.
Discuss -the obsery activities _and 'students' work with
the teacher, 'and ask foeexplanations of, how the
activities fit in wi h'theoverall program for the year.
The teathe'r's eipl ation is an important- step in
generalizing. Finally, try to relate observations in
the various Classrobss to schoolwide.programs and plans
for prograii. Discuss this relationship. with the
teacher, with people acti imp/fanning, and with school
-leaders; especially the: principal.- By fitting
observatiorf and explanation t ether in this way, it is
possible to construct's histor col picture of `the school
program and tie, it to the observed experiences of
students: It is this picture and the tie- to students
which, prgvide the framework for generalizing from
specific observed, data.

Too impressideistic

While initial iprassions_are.a' valuable gu4de. for
pursuing a line of, investigation, they .should be
validated or reject& sby careful examination of
appropropriate evidence. This evidence should include
teachers' explanations,. students' work, or clasITbom
observation. Initial impressions can be sed upon
situations which are set typical of the school Do not
let these impressions Color the review without erifying
them.

.1*

Too anal

The reviewer should not just set upon-the.sahool
can.aetive,igformation gatherer, ferreting and figuring
- the- e time.- This can J,ead to simply collecting' date,

fiat' sake of dati rather' than- looking f the
044 e effect onl the program. Reviewers oho

, .

jive the school an opportunity to disclose itself in its
own'Way. 7 Reviewers should, thereforbspend some time

,

'quieeley allowing the atmosphere 'and hpo of life'at
that'hchool to-.present itself..

ft

*4.
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Personal bias for qr against specific materials or programs

Use the criteria and- procedures in this manual.
. Reviewers should keep in mind that "what would not work for
me -and mine might work for them and theirs," RevieWers mMst
be certain to 'observe how a program works for the school,

,rather than judging how It would or did work for them. The
laersonAl -bias `error can go either way. - Just because -a
program was best for a reviewer at his or her school does not
mean that it Should be judged as effective .in another
school.

,False positive

ri

This costly mistake occurs when a school stiff is ing
a poor or mediocre job,and the reviewer tells them the are
doing a very good Job. When this mistake is made; the
incentives for improvement are undermined and the arguments
for'maintaining the status quo are reinforced by the review.

False negative

Although this mistake can be most, upsetting; it is not
always as bad the false positive. School's which are
judged more effective thaq the effec011a, described in tae

e criterion paragraph are often upset that they did not
the' top rating (just a'al"A" students complain the most
"B+" grades)., In-many cases, these schools are strong

sad confident enough in their self-review to brush pff the
effect of- a false negative. :In, some cases,.however---
especially in schools which have map procreate from a lower
rating to Widdleorr aboVe--a false negatIW-rating can be /

deddralizing.
. /

Reinforting facades .7

. Any type of grading systeh has aspects which, resemble a
game. A costly mistake is the collapse, of the review
process -which is intended to have a real and positive effect
on the education of.students--into a.game. While concern for
"fairness" is very Important, it is less ihpottant than

41



concern for the real job of educating students. Over-
t._

attention to the technology and procedures of.program
reviews may subvert the intended effects on education .

and create a "fair" but expensive and wasteful game.
Some school and district personnel complain that trying,

- to do' well on program review forces them to waste. time'

building facades instead of teaching the students.

Reviewers should not reinforce facade building in

schools which want to do well. Reviewers should

concentrate on ' students' learning rather than

paraphernalia of instruction.

.0

C. THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ON STUDENTS
p.

This section contains seven quality criteria, each
of which is used to judge the effectiveneis of an aspect
df the student's instructional program: Each criterion

is accofspanied by a guide fbr, colleeting information

relative- to that criterion and a ,set of .opportunities

for improving that area of instruction.

. The first three criteria are used to judge the

effectiveness of the instruction received by all

students participating in the planned program including
limited-English-proficient, educationilly disadvantaged;
gifted and talented students,, and students with excep-

.tionak needs. The-criteria, are:

How 'Students Are Learning
What Students Are Learning
The Environment in Which Llerning Takes Place

The next three criteria are used to judge the

effectiveness of the Special services provided students

with special needs. These criteria Are:

42

The Effect of Excess Cost Services on Educationally
'Disadvantaged Students

The Effect of the Bilingual Services.on
*
Limited-

English-Proficient Students

The Effect of Special Education Services onsridas
with Exceptidnai Needs

The final criterion is used in schools receiving School
Improvement funding to judge the effect of the total program--...

on che'student. It includes all areas of the curriculum and
all services received by the student over time, and applies

to each student participating in the planned program. The- ,*.

criterion is:

The Effect of the Student's Total Program on the
Student

This part of'the review focuses on the individual

student. Each area of instruction must be viewed from the

perspeirive of its impact On tire, learning of each student,

including LEP, educationally disadvantaged students, students
with exceptional needs, and gifted and. talented students.

lidw To Leok For The Effects Of Instruction 09r.Students

Each participating classroom, resource specialist room,

rooms or areas where other ,special. education services are

provided, library and/or media center- a resource center

and/or learning -laboratory must be *sited. It is

recoommendeg.--that 20 minutes be devoted to the initial visit

to each classroom. 4ot all of the areas of investigatidn
identified in the guide for collecting Information, need to be

explored in every classroom, but each should be verified to

several classrooms. Classroom visits should be structured to

make the most of the time available.

11-6
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upon entering the claisrood, spend a few minutes
developing and understanding of what is happening within
the classroom:

Look at the physical environment

Observe the students and what they are doing

f Observe how students are grouped,and
assistance. is pFovid

Observe the teacher, aide,. and Othet-
(panFnts, tutors, support staff) is
the students

how individual

personnel .

they work with

Listen to the questions asked by students and the
.responses they receive

ReMeiber it this point that, as a reviewer, you are
putting together an initial picture rather thadmaking
judgments;--each impression will need to be verified

through /lather onserViief6ff-Iffilt-iNfurmat-lmterview as
well as through,nther sources; and that first impress-
ions may be influenced by personal bias.

Using clues gathered while putting together the
initial picture, select a -few students for in-depth

study, including one or more with special needs, such as
educationally disadvantaged, gifted and talented, LEP

students, and students with exceptional needs.

44

BASIC CLUES FOR UNDERSTANDING INSTRUCTION

What are the students doing?

I

- Receiving instructioji
- Applying skills
- Discussing concepts
- Acquiring information
- Waiting
- Playidg.

- Practicing newly acquired skills
- Teaching each other
- Synthesizing and evaluating information
- Watching
- Attending to an unrelated task
- Causing a disturbande

How much time is actually spent on agbigned activities?

How much time is the student receiving attention from the
teacher?

Is the teacher's attention for instruction, providing
'personal reinforcement, or otter purposes ?" ik

Are other adults (aides, volunteers, special education
teachers) present to provide.special assistance? If mo,

how do they spend their time?

Are students with expectional needs included in appro-
priate ways?

What, are tilt. activities of Title I/SCE students?

Is the content for.each student challenging, but not
defeating?

IA there support for LEP students through materials,
aides,.etc? Is this support'appropriate to the students
receiving it and the instructional setting?

Do students complete one assignment before they begin a

new assignment? If theyfinish early, ao they use extra'
time produCtively? a

,45



THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION DN STUDENTS HOW STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

This criterion ocuses on the extent to which the
instruction received by each student is responsive to his
or her needs, strengths, interests and ways of learning,
thus edabling him or her to,benuccessful as a learner.

How students learn involves instructional issues such
as: (1) responsiveness to individual student needs,

strengths, and interests, and ways of learning; (2) the
activities in which students are engaged (including
materials, instructional methods; and grouping); (3) use of
time for activities (4) extension of learning; and (5)

opportunities to apply skill.' and knowledge learned in one
area of the curriculum to other areas.

NOTE: The term "ways of learning" includes the setting in
which a student learns best, such as more or less
structured, independently or in a group, as well
ashis or her preferred methods of receiving and
ocessing information- -visual, auditory and/or

kinesthetic.

In determining how students learn, focus directly on what
the individual students are doing rather that on how the

e 46
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adults are teaching. Determining what adults do to
make learning happen is used to test and verify
what you find the 'students doing. Thus, the

investigations begin with what the students are

doing.

Note that a key indicator of student learning
is the extent to which his or her instruction

matches his or her needs, interests, strengths, and
ways of learning. The clues that you have gathered
through initial Classroom observation will give you
some indication of how responsive the instructional
program is to stud t needs.. Follow those clues to

determine how rem naive instruction is to the

individual etude in your sample. Then seek
additional information that will enable you to

generalize from your sample students to the

classroom as a whole.

Apply the 'criterion How Students Are

Learning to each, area of the curriculum under
?eview.
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r. CRITERIA KR 3.10GIPC QUALITY

TIE EFFECT OF IN5TRUCTION ON STUCENTS: ICNI SlUCIENT5 ARE LEARNIPC

This criterion focuses on the extent to uhichthe instruction received

by each, student is responsive to his or Nr needs, strengths, inter-
ests, end ways of learr(ing, thus enabling gm or her to be successful
'as a learner.

The student is restless and not interested
in the learning activity -in which he or she is

engaged. He or she is not attending to the

task and is frustrated by the learning
activity. The student is confused about fiat
to clo br tog to dco it and does not know the

purpose of the activity. friar ions',
activities for the student are fr ly the
sale as those for his or her, cl emotes,

without recognition of hfs or her
strengths, interests, and ways of learning.

Opportunities to practice skills and concepts

are limited; merry skills and concepts are not
being mastered or extended; end continuity of,

learnirg experiences Is list through

interruptions. Opportunities to apply skills
and concepts in other curriculum areas are

limited; each curriculum area is treated as
sebetete from Others. The personal and social

needs of the student are seldom considered by

star when gaming his or her learning
activities or assigning him or her to groups.

E/S
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CURRICULAR. AREA

In applying this criterion consider: (1) The planned program being
implemented this year; use a separate page for each curricular area,
writing the none of the curricular area in the spaCe above, (2) A11
students pirticipating in the planned program, including ude t1

receiving special services (gifted and talented, LEP, Title I/SCE, and

students with eseptional needs).

The student s interested in the activity in
With he or she Is engaged and generally is
attentive to the task; there is little
interruption due to confusion about what to do
and how, to do it. The (materials the student
uses and the activities in which he or she is
engaged generally latch his or her needs and

strengths; materials and methods of
instruction sr:notifies take into account the

ways in which the student learns and his or

her educational interests. Student work

indicates that he or she experiences success
in learning the necessary skills and concepts
of the curriculum and has some opportunity 'to
extend, bring together, and apply the skills
or concepts. There Is an indication that the
personal and social nee& of the student are
considered by staff when planning for his Or
her learning activities and when placing him

Of her within groups.

I I
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The ,student is actively engaged re's learning
activities; he or she is attentive to the
task: and his or her intareit and motivation

for learning it high. The learning activites
are not only challenging for the student, but
afso are satessiul learning experiences. The

materials that the student uses and the

activities in
his or heti particular interests and ways of
learning is well as his or her needs rid
strengths. Student work Indicates that the

student has sufficient opportunities to

practice, extend, bring together, and 'poly
the identified 'skills and contopts of the
curriculon; he or she snows the purpose of the
activity and expects to achieve that purpose.
The settings in which the student works and

the "working relationship with other stlents
Aft adults encourage the personal and social
development of the student as well as his or
her acquisition, extension, and application of
skills and concepts of the curriculum.

4
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' GUIDE FOR COLLECTIliG INFORMATION ABOUT HOW STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

Area of'Investigation Primary source of information:
classroom observation

Activities in which the Ara' t students working on the same skills,
student is engaged using ifferent activities in recognition of

their di_feient ways of learning?

How are teaching methods varied according to
what is to be learned and the .needs and
strengths of each student?

Are students at all performance levels involved
in challenging and prbductive activities?

To what extent- is instruction leading to

accomplishment of objectives (in IEPs, ILPs, and
other individualized programs)?

Are students at some levels limited to passive
teaching, _such as repetitive desk activities?

mow
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T9 wharextent is direct instruction a part of
the ptudents daily instruction?

Does the student understand what he or she is
expected to do, how to'do it, and why?

Can the student relate what he or she is
to what he or she has done or will do?

Has the LEP student understood directions for
the activity and what he or she is to do?

foes the LEP student receive instruction in his
for her primary language? Is thatrlanguage used
in a way Which supports learning in the various
subject areas?

do

A
In what kinds of compensatory actlzities,is the
Titlesl/SCE student involved? they appear lo
meet his or her needs?

II-10

ti

Verifying sources of information:
interviews/documents

Explore with both teachers and
aides: The role of the clatisroom
aide; how the aide assists the
student; who Iptermines that the
aide does with 0om and how; who
determines what Me student does;
services for Title I/SCE, .LEP,
gifted and talented* students ;with
exceptional ,needs and gifted
students and , talented; who
determines what the needs will be
and how they will)* carried out?

Explore with support staff: How
support staff are involved in

determining what students do; what
they d9,Airectly with students, howthey accomming
styles, needs, and strengths of

students

Explore with classroom volunteers:
How.classroom volunteers assist the
student in learning

Documents: List of Title I/SCE,
LEP students; teacher aide lesson
plans, IEPs, ILPs, student records
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Area of Investigation Primary source of information: Verifying sources of information:

classroom observation interviews/documents

Materials the student is How students are grouped? How flexible is the

is using grouping?

Are the materials used in the Labs and Resource

Centers adapted to student needs?

Do the materials' fit into the Purpose of the

.activity?

Is the student using the materials to accomplish

an intended objective?

Do the maters is match the student'S needs,

strengths, interests, and ways of learning?

Is a variety of materials used in teaching the'

same skill?

Are appropriate materials, media, and equipment

7 r

and individuals with exceptional needs

/ stated objectives?

to meet

Student 'Success as Does die student know who will look at his or

a learner her work and when?

Does he or she know ,what happens if the work is

not done correctly?

Does the way in Which. the student receives

feedback reinforce7learnfng?

How timely is the correction of studdnt 'rk?

,Does' the student's work indicate general

success,' repeated failure, or repetition of

skills already mastered?

Does reteaching take place when'e student's work

indicatei.the need? Who does it?
0

Will the atuden earn the proscribed skill or
concept by ng the assigned activities and
using the assigned material.?

A
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Area o

.Personal and

of the

up-

Primary source of information:

classroom ribleerVation of,
....

soci needs' Is there evidence that_the staff recognizes
Orient personal/social needs of the students?

4
Do the students work-well together?

Is there evidence that students are learning to
become opciallpresponsible?

How do the working,' relationships between6

.ateacher/aide agpear?- Teacher support' staff;
aide/iolunteer; adult/student; student/student,
and so forth/

-Student opportunity to How does the. student
apply and extend in -other areas

1

I

C

At.

.54

apply whit has been learned
of the curriculum?

0
Are thete a variety of approaches for a student
to use in applying learned basic skills?

Dv. each studentr including LEP, educationally
disadvantaged, gifted and talented, and ,etude

..withiexCfptional needs, extend and apply skil
appropriate to his or her level? Are

, extension or application activities for reme
.tristruction?"_ ,

a

' 4

1

11-12

Verifying sources of information;

interviews/documents '
-A

DoEUmepts: Assessment infnOmation
including self- concept inventories;
psychologist, nurse records; IEPs;
absentee

ago'
6,-

4

Explore with students: What',
textbooks ridmaterials students
use and how often, what other areas
of the curriculum they experience

re with teachers:' How
ferent basic skill,levela -are

accounted for in other areas of the
curriculum; what techniques arlr

useeto encourage students to appa
basic ski

111%

Documentation: 'leacher lesson plan
book, learning centers, variety anst
range Q6 books and materls, IEP.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING HOW STUDENTS ARE LEARNING..

The statements listed befo indicate actions Which may have been or

need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of your program. The

specific opportunities selected by the reviewers -reflect their

understanding of your program and their best suggestions for what your

next steps might be to make your program more effective for students,

a.-Ensure that those who work with students know each student's needs,

strengths, and interests.

b. Determine what ere student has learned and has yet to le ern in each

of the academic Trees addressed in the *what)), plan, and all indi-

vidualized, learning plans. Reexamine such ,assessment frequently

enough to be current with the student's growth.

c. Assess each student's social and personal development, including

awareness, knowledge, and understanding of different ethnic groups.

d. Plarf each student's daily work based on assessment of what the

student already knows and has yet b, rn, his or her interests

and strengths, and the way in which he o learns best.

e. Group and regroup students in acoordance with their needs;

strengtht, interests, ways of learning, and what is to be learned

(consider individual learning, smell group, large gimp,' whole

group).

f. Use a variety of teaChing methods b3 .meet each student's heeds,

strengths, interests, and,ways of learning.

g. Use materials and activities which allow students to build on their

strengths and interests.
. f

h. Set appropriate standards and expectations for all students,, enc/

mace those clear to the students.

. Menage instruction In ways Which minimize disruptions and allow

"students sufficient tine to aCquire, extend, and apply the skills

and concepts of the curriculum

j. Provide'timely feedback to students about their work.'

k. Provide opportunities for students to practice lotapplyskills -ard

concepts being -"earned 711.1.
ti

P

1. Coordinate and use all available resources 'so that

talents of parents and itet. metiers and spedtal skills of the

school staff Support e stucbnt's continuous progress..E/S.,

staff and othJrs at the school. The SSC/SACAAC along with other staff

and parents should review these suggestions, determine their potential

effectiveness for program ipprovement, and then decide how your ongoing

planning, translating and -evaluation procedures' will be led to
incorporate then into your program.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

1

,-

f
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Guide for Collecting Information To Determine Opportunity ForoImproving How Students Are Learning

After observing the students at work and talking to
them.about that work, continue your investigation to
determine what has created the effects you have
observed. Look at how the students are assessed by the
teacher to determine what they have learned, what they
,need to learn, and how they learn best.. Look at how
assessmentinformation is used to determine what the
students should do and hClw they should do it. Look at
how students and adults, are spending their time.

Area of Investigation

Student assessment

NOW

58

Use the information gained in this part of your
investigation to identify opportunities for improving.
the effects of how studenjs are learning. Ai you
proceed through the review, use this same -

process-- finding out at is, identifying the
elifeCt of what is, at2 then investigating why the
effect is as it is--in order to suggest opportunities
for improving or sustaining the effectiveness of each
aspect of the program.

Primary Source of Information:

Classroom observation

Is information
progress of the
(as appropriiat
needs)?

collected about the academic
students in all subject areas?,
for students. with exceptional-

Is information collected about the student's
personal and social development?

Is information collected by testing and observ-
ing; by analyzing, students' work; by. conferring
with parents, -students, and/or other teachers?

If assessment is made by other than the class-
room teacher, how does the assessment Informa-

,

vtion become part of the tevher's working know-
ledge of the students?,

4

Verifying Sources of Information:
interviews/documents

Explore with teachers and support
staff: ' How the methods of. assessr-
ing -students WerC designed or-

selected; how the information is
used; how often reassessment occurs
and why; how consistently the
information is used (from class and
grade to) grade); how' helpful
assessment information is in guid-
ing the learning of students; how
the informatIon is articulated
(from grade to grade and classroom
toresource or media center).

Explore with aides: How aides are
involved in assessing students'
needs, strengths; and ways 'bf

learning;' their. responsibility for
maintaining any records; how they
coMmunicate what they learn about
students to the teacher.1

11-14
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Area of Investigation

4

Primary source of information:
Classroom, observation

Do teachers, ai4es, other teaching personnel,

and students conduct ongoing assessment? How

timely are the assessments

How is ongoing assessment information being used
to decide the activities in which the student

should be involved and the materials he or she

should be using?

Do students participate in their own Assessment?

How is assessment information transmitted

between classroom teachers and specialist

'teachers?

Is only pertinent information shared, thereby

respecting confidentially. or personally identi-

fiable information whenever p2psfble?

It there is- an indication that a student may
need special education, does the regular teacher

know the referral proceure?

Does the regular teacher participate in the

special education assessment of individuals with

exceptional needs?

How the classroom is How does the teacher decide with whom the

organized and managed student will work ,(teacher, aide, volunteer,

peer)? How are decisions made about who works
with educationally disadvantaged, LEP, talented

and.. gifted students; and students with

exceptional needs.

Verifying sources of information,

fnterviewladocuments

Documents: Test' scores; classi-

fied individual student proglass

records; personalized teacher

record keeping system; . report

cards; survey data; any, other

assessment information; support

sjaff retords of student progress

and articulation or communication
with classroom leacher;,individual
assessment plan.
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Area of Investigation
.

Primary source of information:
classroom observation

How groups art established Are decisions based on tasks and concepts br

skill. to be taught? On' personal, social, sea-.

demic needs and strengths and language abilities
. of the studenis? On the capabilitg, of the

adult(s) who will work with the studeMP

Do.practicis allow .for movement in and out of
groups as indicated "by individual needs?

How are students with exceptional needs, LE P,

Title I/SCE, ,gifted students,, and so forth,

grouped for instruction?

How is current assessment information used in

determining their grouping?

Do students have the opportunity to work with a
variety of other students In both social And
academic settings?.

Hot the classroom schedule' Are decisions about the classrom schedule based
is determined- on the task, skill, or concept to be taughtf On

persoial, social, academic r14eds and strengths
ond language abilities of the students?

62

Does the schedule provide adequate time for lest
sons (complete introduction and sufficient
exploration/practice in order to maximize
retention)?

4.4e

Does the schedule provide adequate time for
completion of the assigned task?

What curriculum priorities does the schedule

reflect? Is adequate time allowed for other
areas; e.g., fine arts, social studies, and

science, as well as basic skills? Is time

allowed for personal and social development

activities? Is time allowed for English-as-a-
second language and/or primary language
instruction?

1
11-163-8E0

Verifying Sources of Information
interviews/documents

Explore with -teachers: How
students are grouped; how flexible
the grouping is; h, he or she

determines the act4vities each
student or group of students should
be engaged in; how he or she works
with the student or groups of

students; hoW he or she works with
the aide; how what the studenyi'alii.

doing now 'fits 'into a largiE,

timeframe: thelast few weeks or
the plan for,the year.

4)

Documents: Lesson plans, written
classroom schedules, 1EPs,
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Area of Investigation Primary source of information:
classroom observation

4es

0,

How does the teacher make decisions about

what activities should be extended Outsidif the

classroom and how?

How does the teacher use his or her time? In

direct instruction with students; in planning

lessons; in response to student requests for

help; in planning for instruction; in directing

the udents;. in dire'cting other adults, aides,

andirolunteers?

How do the aides use 'their time? In working

with students individually and in groups, in

,repaying materials, in implementation of IEPs

and ILPs, in record keeping? How.does the aide .

plan with the teacher?

How does the teacher ensure that the time the

student is'engaged in learning activities is

sufficient to learn what is to be learned?

Doiligitifiv--groups, such as .individuals with
exceptional needs, LEP, Title I/SCE and gifted,

tend to receive most attention from either the

teacher or the aide? ,

How student learning How are decisions made about what materials the

activities are directed student will use and in -what kinds of learning

activities he oi.she dill be involved? Who

makes them?

TO what extent are the decisions based on know-

ledge of what the student has learned and needs

to learn` next?

If liolLwork is assigned, is it for all students

or some students? How is info ation about

homework fed back to students? Is it timely?.

Verifying Sources of Information
interviews/documents

S.1 4
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THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ON STUDENTS: WHAT STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

This criterion focuses on how effective the instruc-
tion received by each student in each curricular area is
enabling him or her to acquire successfully necessary
skills and concepts of that particular area and to apply
them to other learning.

What students .are learning involves issues of curri-
culum 7 completeness of content, identification of skills

' and concepts to be learned in curricular areas included in
the planned program and individual learning plans, and the
range and depth of content available for matching the
range of student needs, capabilities, and educational
interests. - For purposes of the review, curriculum is
defined as the instruction in,skillseind concepts that
students actually experience rather than as the school's
or district's course of study.-

In order to develop a more thorough understanding of
instruction, evaluate the curriculum as it exists -for the
student and determine how decisions are made about what the

at

II-18

student will learn. Plan to observe instruction in
each of .the curriculum areas under review.

During classroom observation, look at the part
of the curriculum in which the, student is working
during classroom observations. A review eof the
'student's past work and individual learbini plans
will give clues to what skills and /or knowledge
have been taught. A review of t u Oftom
materials- and skills and concepts t. tie_ /erne8
will give clues to what is being and wil be
taught. Determine whether the suble t matter area
is broad enough in scope to be appr riate for all
students in 'the classroom, in luding V!those
receiving special services (gifted °talented,
LEP, special education, Title I/SCE .

Apply the criterion for kWhat Students Are
Lesrning" to each area of the .cunriCulum under

. review.

S7
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I

Zak-criterion focuses
each student in each
lecquire,..successfully

- particular area and to

14,

CURRICULAR AR

'CRITERIA FOR JUDGING QUALITY

THE EFFECT CF INSTRUCTION II STUDENTS: WHAT STUCENTS ARE LEARNING

a
. 1 /

on how effective the instruction received by . In applying this.critprion consider: (1) The planned program being

curriculum area is iS enabling hirp or her to implemented this year; use a separate page for each cuIricular area,

the necessary skills and concepts of that writing the name of the 'curricular area in.the spaceAbove, (2) Al

apply them to other learning: students participating in the planned pebgram, including -st s

receiving special services (gifted and talented, LEP, Title I/SCE, and

..,e- -'01ostgOents with exceptional needs).

The clariculun which the Atudent is'

experiencing is incomplete; the student does

not receive instruct ion in° all uappropriate

areas within the curriculum. The work of the

student indicates that the skills and eoncepet

or she is to learn are not clearly defined

and that standards and" expectations are tow.

The student's work iaso indicates that the

learning experiences of the student tehd to be

too easy and repetitious or too difficult and

frustrating. There are few opportunities for

the development of critical thinking skills

and independent judgment included in the

curriCalum.

ES

'The curriculum which the studem( is exper=

iencing is complete in most major skill areas;

in same areas, it liCks'sufficient range for

the student."fhe most- essential and

the curpiculum have been defined,

as VI .Ards and expectations. The

student secp ',instruction in the essential

skills and c -its; higher level learning

experiences a limited. The student's daily

work.ofteri is sUf*cientdr,Irchallenge his or

her,abilliY and to prOvi oductive learning

experiences. Some opportunities are rovided

for students to develop critical thinking

skills and independent judgment, 'but', indica-

tions are that developpert of the, desired

skills of critical thinking and independent

judgment ,are limited.

The curriculum whfch the student is experi-

encing is complete' in the major skill and

concept areas, with sufficient range to pro-

vide for ,continuous progress for the student.

The instruction reteiiied :by the student

-inclOdes' essential skills' and conc!pts. and

hiller level experiences which bring together

the various skills and concepts of the curri-

culum'area and which integrate than through

other curricular areas. What the student is

to learn is clearly defined, as are adhieve=

ment standards and expectations. The student's

daily tie is at a level of diffi D.4 which

both
14P..

Ilenges the student to le, , grow

ivides experiences of sand o ass and

"Pcimpetence in, learning:, There is evidence

that the student,' is using critical thinking

Skills "and independent JudiMeni and has

opportunities to pursue educational interpe/s.
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

Areas of siniwestigarion

The curriculum

110

AA

expectations

70

Primary source of information:
classrhom'observation

What skills and concepts to be learned have been
identified?

Does the range of the skills ,and knowledge to be
learned meet the needs of students?

How does the curriculum provide for experiences
which bring. together Che'various Separate 'skills
and concepts?

What . kinds Of alternative activities and
approacHt* are available for students who have
jifficulty,mastering skills and concepts on the
firstattemgt?

0
How are opportunities provided for students to
apply the skills they are learning?

How does the curriculum
strengths, qf,:students?
accommodations available
special servicep?

reflect tire' needs and

Are alternatives and
to students 'receiving

What standards and expectations for student per-
formance have been established? What are the
pro4Ciency tandards?:

Are standards.knOwn lo the students? To parents?

Do thi standards aild expectations
st4dentto experienbe success?

permit each

Is the student expect' to exhibit quality
workmanship at a level at which he' or the is
Obrkine

11720

Verifying sources of information:
interviewSidocuments

explore wit teachers and support
.staff: How ,decicidns regarding
curriculum, textbooks,' and mater-
ials are. made; how- curriculum is
modified or expanded, to meet the
needs of students receiv special
services;-how,2hose deci ons are
made; whit opportOnities there are
to integrate various curriculum
areas not obgerved in classfoom

k

Explore wirlh district staff: -How
deci ona dkoat curriculum, text-
ho s, and'aaterials are made; how'

school, staff is 'involved in
hese decisions

Explore with teachers, aides,
support staff, and student'e: How
standards and expectations for
students 'were developed. How con-
sistent they are throughodt the
school; holuogguitabll they are

applied; whd is responsible for

maintaining standards; .how and when
parents are involved.

Dqcusieqw School plan, continuum,
all individual learning plans,

notes home to parents, mandated_
proficiency:standards, and required
differentiaik. standards; courses --of

study, textbooks, curriculum
materials, -1EPs, ILPS, and other
learning plans'.

,

.

: 4
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Area of investigation

How the curriculum is
coordinated and articulated

amoflg teachers

Primary sources in information:
classroom observation

How is the curriculum coordinated within

grade level? Between grade levels? How does

allow continuous progress for all students?

I

How do the classroom teachers and resource or
specialist teachers work together to ensure

continuity of learning far students? (Consider
all students receiving special services - -gifted

and talented, LEP, educationally disadvantaged

. students, and students with exceptional needs.)

Ta what degree are all appropriate staff

involved in developing and reviewing individual

learning plans (IEBB)? How are parents

involved?

Critical thinking skills What opportunities' does the

and independent judgment make decisions and/or chbices

or her performance level

:functfon?

Are there signs of leadership
task responsibilities, and so

What kindir of activities a iaterials, are

there that provide students -vdt popportunities

to make judgments and ,to apply hither level

thinking skills?'

What kinds of opportunities are there for'the
development of Critical thinking and independent

judgment for all students, including LgP,

Title :I/SCE, gipted; and students with

exceptional needsr 9

;

'72

udent have to

appropriate to his
nd ability Ito

responsibilities':

orth?

Verifying sources of information:
interviews/documents

dis

Explore with teachers and support
staff: How the records of pupil

progress are tesigdled, monitored,

evaluated, articulated, and

modifieethroughout the school.

Explore with teachers# aides,

support staff, and students: The

ways (not easily 'observable in the

classroom) in which students are

challenged to extend their

learning; how they are involved in

critical thinking activities,

decision making, leadership,

independent judgment, and pursuit

of their own interests

t
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CPPORTLNITIES FOR IPROVING WHAT STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have been or
need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of your program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your progran and their best suggestions Tor %hat your
next steps might be to,fnake your program more effective for students,

a. Develop the curriculum by adding the missing skill and copncit areas
or by extending the range or depth to permit the continuous progress
of each student.

Identify specift skills and concepts within the curriculum.

c. Identify specific Skills and concepts needed to achieve the objec-
tives of individualized learning plans, defining academic standards
and expectations.

d. Use the identified skills and concepts- in planning daily instruc-
tion.

b.

e. Provide activities for the development of critical thinking skills
and independent judgment.

f. Establish coordination acting classrpel teachers at various grade
levels /departments.

.
g. Establish coordination between classroom teachers and resource

and/or specialist teachers.

h. Include activities that are designed to develop and extend student
awareness, knowledge, and appreciation of other cultures.

o i. Include in the curriculum planned activities that are designed to
develop the bersonal and social skills of students.

,j. Provide opportunities for students to develop' and increase their
skills and knowledge in many curriculum areas.

k.Integrate the skills of reading, language, and math throughout the
curriculum areas.

1.

m.

Provide activities that challenge and motivate.

Use school, district, SESR, consortia, county prpgram improvement
resources in curricUlundevelopnenb.

E/S

74

staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with other
staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness for program ipprpvement, and then decide how
your ongoing planning, translating and evaluation procedures will be

osed to incorporate them into your program.

II -22

Selected Opportunities'for Improving

75



4

THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ON STIOENTS: THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH LEARNING TAKESAACE

This criterion focu(es on hOw effectively the school

and classroom environment supports and encourages each
student's academic, personal and social growth. -

To find out how the learning environment affects the
students, observe the classroom environment and the activi-
ties in the classroom. Talk to the students. Find out how

responsible they feel for their behavior and for the

behavior of others. Who sets the standards of behavior?

7.6

1111111111111111111111/1

a

II -.23

What do they -think about the physical arrangement
of the classroom? What do they think about their
school?

Observe the total school environment. See-tem

the adults and the students interrelate on the

playground and in the cafeeeriii the halls, and the
teachers' room. Observe the physical plant, the

playground, the offfce, the nurse's room, and the
cafeteria. How. does the environment supports

4,student learning and -growth?

77
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CRITERIA FOR JUDGING QUALITY

TVE EFFECT CF INSTRUCTION ON STUDENTS: THE ENVIROt+ENT IN silCif' LEARNING TAXES PLACE

This criterion focuses on how effectively the schoolland classroan In applying this criterion consider: (1) Classroom environnenbl, and

environment supports and encourages each student's acadenic., personal (2) scrool environment. Be sure tg include all participating itutents,

and social growth. including students receiving special se rTrices (LEP, gifted and

talented, Title I/SOE, andletudents with exceptional needs). i

Students in their learning settings appear

to. be bored with or tOstile toward the
learning activities in rhich they are engaged;
they do not perceive school as a place to
learn or pursue learning. The atmosphere is
terse and 'there is disruptive behavior and
fear for physical or emot safety.
Standards and expectations for ach t and
Wields are generally low and er ieally or
inequitIbly enforced. Thete is little respect
*Yong or betreen students and staff; they C13
not expect much out of the school either for
themselves or flor others. Ethnic, social,
economic, language, physical, and sex

difference among., students and staff are
ignored and misunderstood. There is evidence
that tie atmosphere and physical envirorment
of the, classrocm and school inhibit students'
full participation in learning.

E/S

LOW

-or

Students in their learning settings appear

busy ,completing their assigned work.

Standards and expectations for achievement and
behavior provide a challenge for many students
and are generally applied n a consistent and
equitable manner. There i an atirosphere of
courtesy amarg students staff and of

compliance with school rules; students have -
freedcm for self-expression and. for
interactign with other students; the school
takes 'sore initiative to support their ,
personal and social growth. Ethnic, social,
economic, language, physical, and sex

differences wrong students and staff are
recoolized and understood. There is evidence
that the, atmosphere and physical environment'

'of the classroom and school allow stucents'
full participation in school life.

In their learning settings, students iappear to
be motivated and exhibit initiative for
learning; they perceive school as a,place that
encourages and supports self-direction in
pursuing educational interests. The atmosphere
and nood are friendly and supportive of both

academic leatninj and personal and social
growth; standards and expectations for
achieverrentr and behaylor are hip and

equitably'l applied. There is an atmosphere
along students and staff of respect for self,
for others, and for the school; they are
enthusiastic about their experiences at
school. Ethnic, social, economic, language,
physical, and set differences among students
and staff are respected and appreciated.
There is . evidence that the atmosphere 'and

,physic p1 environment of the classroom and

ridollerhance studetts' full participation in
01 life.,

HIGH



Area of Investigation

The atmosphere of the
school/classroom

..

80

Primary soUrcerof information:
school/classroom observation

How do the adults work together?

How do the students work together? they

cooperate in carrying out group assignmen

How do the adults,. at the school, including

secretarial, janitorial, food services, and

other support staff interact with the students?
r

How do the administrators at the school.interacr
with the students and under what conditions?

How are the standards of behavior determined
within the classroom and outside the classroom?

Hoyt are the standards applied? By whom?

Is the application of standards equitable?

What kinds of activities are there that support.
the pertonal and social. development of the

students? Are such activities available te'ell
students?

How well do students accept responsibility for
assignments?.

What kinds of opportunities are provided for

students to develop and utilize'their strengths,'
talents, and interests?

What kinds of self- directive activities are

available to students?

Verifying sources of information: .

.N interviews /documents

Explore with all ool-level
personnel and parent Kinds of
schoolwide activities t at support
the personal and social growth of
students; how decisions are made.
How the non-motivated child is
helped; how aides; parents, and
other volunteers feel about their
place in the school; opportunitiel
thee are presented for staff to

exchange, ideas, visit each other,
and communicate.

Documents: Any records of'student
ewers's, assemblies, tutor
classroom standardS fckr behayior.

how are the varying developmental stages of
students acknowlibed and accounted for within
the environment?

11-25



Area of Investigation

The nature of the
physicst environment

.

4164

up..

132'

Por

,

Primary source of infcrmatton:
school/classroom observation

t
Is the .p=hysical setting.
student's full participtfon

how do students and adults
feir their environment

displays, 41eanriness of

,3 grounds; etc.)?

conductive to each
in school life?

share,&sponsibility
(bulletin boards,

.roomw and school

Is the school an ablvactive,
place for students to be?

v

deb .144ik

.

11726\

40

clean, and safe

A

41

Verifying sources of iniprmation:
intervieW/documents

Explore 'with teachers, aides, sup -

port staff, administrators, and
district personnel: How decisions
about the physical plant are made
and who is involved; staff involved'

in maintain ng the physical envi-

ronment o e school.

I II

A

4

. t

0,

1

83
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OPPORTUNITIES FEF ThIPROVIPC THE ENVIRONMENTIN WHICH LEARNING TAXES PLACE

Thestatements listed below indicate actions which may .have teen or
need to be taken to 'Lamm.' the effectiveness of your program. The
specific opportunities Selected by- the reviewers -reflect their
understandirg of yoke' 'Irwin and their best suggestions for what your
newt steps might be to 'eke your program moire effective for students,

a. Manage the instruct Loma program in ways which encourage students
to

Be self:directing
o Be self-checking and self - correcting
o Make independent -choices
o Be successful as a learner

b. Build into the daily schedule activities which encourage students to
extend heir capabilities and pursue their interests.

1. Extend opportunities for students to participate in a wide variety
of academic and cultural activities and in activities which promote
personal and social growth.

d. Admowledge student of fog
personal, and social areas.'/'

and accomplistwert s in academic,

e. Arrange apportunkies for students to wort( together in activities
-which are goal-oriented and 0'110 allow then to feel pride and
satisfaction in accomPlsi shing the goals.. _
Model 'respect for Others, understanding, and appreciation for indi-
viduhl differences among students and staff.

g. Create physical ariergeorts that reduce visual or sound
distractions and .provide an apprapriate,envirorwent for learning.

h. Organize joint student; stiff., parent, and district efforts to.
provideArelntainAsafe p 'clean, and attractive environment..

1. Set and apply scroolwide standards for rttucarnt behavior.

J. Organize the claseroim erwirorwert to facilitate integration of
- indiviclualswith tonal needs... ., -

1

II

k. Provide ipAdencefor students who feel el anxious, confused, misunder-----
0

jetood, or directionless. . . ,t

. 1:-Sponsor estractiricur activities such as student' goverment,
class, sdorts, and se forth.

A
84.

tier

-A-

f

S

I1=2

AP

staff and ohs at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC emu with °trier staff
and parents should review these suggestions, detengne their file/Xisl
effectiveness rot program ipprovement, and then decfcb how your ongoing
panning, translatirg and evaluation procedures will be used to
ihcorporate then into your program.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

PS.

I

8,5
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THE EFFECT OF EXCESS -COST SERVICE ON EpucATIqlbLy DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS '

.

This criterion focuses on the extent to which
the supplementary instructional and instructional
support services (Title 1/SCE) received by each
educationally disadvantaged student work together with
the regular program' in order to accelerate 'student
progress.and provide for continuous progress.

In judging the effect of excess -cost services for
students identified as Title/SCE, participants, fftst
identify the students which are receiviw these ser-
vices. Then, look specifically at those services
supported by Title .1 and/or SCEs funds which are in

addition to the regular district, program for all stu-p
dents. 'The services may be piowfded by people employed
to provide supplementary iervices.4e.g., instructional
aide, redource teacher, coupselor or psychologist,
nur'se's aide, comikunity aide), or Materials and
equiPment 'purchased to .provide alterneWve, learnipg
opportunities for the identified students, or both.
Review the bUdget page of the school plan tolleeermine

program ti which funds are being expended; then look'"
what seiv.sia_are being purchased and the areas of'the.

for excess -cosuservices in those areas.

-
.

To what extbnt do thei excess -cost servi4es work
togethe with the bast program, in order to accelerate
student pAgtess and provide for continuous prOgreSst
Observe the, educationally disadvantaged' students .at

' wdik; talk to thembout their work; look at their past
work. Talk to the' classroom teacher, this aide, the
specialist (nett, about the excestreoat services. How
do these setviees f t 'in with the regular program of
instruction? -How 0 those working with the student
communicate with ea h other? Hot/ well .are the services
working for the student? . . ..

I . ''').
m

. ,
. Remember that the purpose of excess-cost services:

is to supplement the' regular program to-compensate for
the participants', low achievement levels by accelerat-
ing their process.

.

112.28
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I

CRITERIA FOR JJOGING QUALITY

*THE EFFECT OF EXCESS -COST SERVICES CN EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGE) STUDENTS

This criterion focuses on the extent to which supplementary instruc-
tion and ins ructipnal support (Title I/SCE) received by' each
educationally ctiledvantaged, student work together with the regular
progrgo 'In order to accelerate s Pit progress and provide For

port inuous progress.

The excess cost services _received by the
- ' students Eirenot based on student needs. The

. I

regular instruct...Veal progran and instruc-
' '. 'tlivial excess coljr services are separate art

,.
poorli coordget lid, providing little
csincitiuity of ' learn* for students. SttIdent

work allows 'little go; no wceleraticn /in
'student aeNievenent. Assessments of at
i ituetnft have learned' and have let to learn

"ite net,: used jdfor.oinl, pIarning by the regular
taStra011 eteacher and excess costiervices

,-i-- .4t,aff,___Larins consist prion_arilf,," sJcill
,iiiial 1:1 IX Alimit.d,optorttnitiei- for applying

s .the)kili. tisi3elpations for students are low.
--, , ExpAs Ott knstructiolit .support services
t', Ptaye hal, littl or raj:effect in tint the

.health art; gu. '. hebds" of s its or
%prwitig in-Serv,

i
training, for' taff in

neetirig special needs f pet-iC Parent%

of- participating have .L4ttle
knowledge of 'their student's" *ctodf program
and are.nof involved in U. '''

(

. 4*.

E/S

as

S.
f.

LOW'

Y
41

,."

A '

,

In applying this criterion consider: (1) All excess cost services
provided by Title I/SCE funds through all categories of expenditures,
including centralized and contracted services and capital outlay,
and.(2) All identified educationally disadvafitaged-stdcbnts, including
those in bilingual education programs-iLnded through Title USGE.

The excess cost services received by the,
students are large3t based on student needs

-although assessrrent of student needs is rather
global and/di not up-to-date; they are
supplemental to the regular progran and the
articulation betweerr the .regular classroon

progran and the iftstructional excess cost
sdRyiQes provides continuity. of learning for
many; but not all, students.- Student work

shows that the is steady progress in student
achieverrent. Expectations for students held
by teaching staff generally are challenging'.
.The excess cost instruct -suppo rt have

been effective in meeting the health and

guisiance needs of students and in providing
in-service training for staff in meeting

special needs of participents. Parents of
participating studOnts ale informed about
theirstucbnt's sSool progran, although few

are direptly involved in the student's
learning.

mm....
I :1

se I k-29

1.

The' excess cost servicaL received by the
students match student ne"; the services are
supplemental td and fully integrated with the
students' regular classfocm progran, resulting
in 'a progran of continuxls- progress for the.
students. Student work shows that stunt
progress is accelerating. The expectations
and standards for student perfotmence held by
both the teaching staff and the students are,

ExCess cost instructional support is
effective in meeting health and guidance needs
of students and providing in-service training
for staff in meet -ing---steetal.- needs -of
participants, Parents of participating
stuce'nts are knowledgeable about their
student's school program and are directly
involved in his or her learning.

89
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./

Area of investigation

Provision of excess
cost services within

regular instructional
settings

Prdvisionof excess
cost services in special
instructional settings

MAIMS 90.

4-8nel

GBilie FOR coLLEcr INFORMATION ABOUT EXCESS-COST SERVICES

Primary source of information:
observation of instructional settings

How are supplementary services prided im the
regular instructional settings--by the teacher,
by an aide? J

What materials are being used? Do thay ee.provid

alternative learning opportunities for the

students? Are they appropriate to the needs of
the students?

When services for Title I/SCE students ate

provided -out of the regulan classroom in a

laboratory or resource or media center Dr
-special 'class, who determines what those

services will be and when they' be

FrDivided?

What period of time do the students spend in_the
laboratory, 'center or special class, per -week

and how are they scheduled?

*How does the regular teacher know what the

specialist teacher-is providing?

Aow do the regular teacher and the specialist
.t.teacher work together to provide for continuous
Iprogress for the students?

Are the regular teachers and the specialist

4.
teacher convinced that the students are making

0 extra progress because of the extra services and

what is the basis of this,convictioh?*

Is there criteria for exiting,from the special
instructional settings?

11-30

Verifying sources of information:
'interviews/documents

a

Explore with teachers, aides,

support staff, ulminflerators,
parents and die rictlb staff:

The base district progr for all
students. The services, ovided to

Title I/SCE students over and /0)9%4
the base program. , How it can be
shown that those services truly

supplement district "`'forts. How
Necisions were made regarang how
Title I/SCE monies would be

expended. Who was involved:" low

people kdow whether. the selected

Personnel, materials, programs,

processes are effective in

eccelerating, the growth of the

students. flow the various services

(district, Title, I/SCE, SIP,

speech; guidance, etc.) are Ante
grated to provide maximum benefit.
to,students. How all those who

work with an individual Title 1/SCE
student share Information so there
is a unified approach. e'

91



Area of Investigation

Provision of support

1)

sery ces

1%,

92.

VMS ws

ti

I

.7
Primary source of information:

observation

What effects have the,planned staff deVelopment

Activities had in preparing staff to meet the
tpecial needs of the identified students?

How have the - parents education activities and

parent involvement in the classroom and school

program increased parents' understanding and

support of their children's program?

How have health and guidance services been used

to meet the special needs of Title I/SCE

students? What effect have those services had?

How hare the Title I/SCE resources of the

district been used to support the school,

program?

'to

wee

Verifying sources of information:

interviews/documents

Explore with Title I/SCE aide,

resource teacher: Mt roles of the

Title I/SCE aide and resource

teacher. With .whom they work. If

they are multifunded (SIP/Title I,
for example), how time accounting

is managed, How they know that
what they do with students makes 1

difference in their learning. When

students get 'special help outside

of the base program, who decides

what they will learn.

Docuffients: Title 4/SCE student lists;

budget allocations and printouts}
time account sheets; records of stu
dent progress; lesson plans; aide/
teacher? classroom/support personnel `
communications; standa;dized test
data; list of personnel bytfunding
sburce

93



OPPORTUNITIES FOR immovrwc THE EXCOSS-COST SERVICES FOR EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

The statements listed below indicate actions vhich may have been or
need to be taken to improve the. effectiveness of your program. The
specific oppoitunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program and their best suggestions for what your
next steps might be to make youi program more effective for students,

. _, a. Provide staff development so thatettrs, etaff meter who works -with
the educationally disadvantaged s tknows:

- What the planned excess-cost services are, how the services fit
in with the regular program, and that the services are intended
to accomplish.

- How to work together with excess-cost services and/or regular pro-
.

. gran staff to movie* a continuoUs progiess program for students

- How to adapt his or her teaching skills bathe specific needs of
. . the educationally disadvantaged students at the school

b. Allocate'tinle for frequent joint planning by the classroom teacher
and excess -Cost services instructional staff,

c. Examine excess-cost services and the reguler classroom instructional
program to determine whether each one compliments and reinforces the
student 'learning occurring in the cther, and make modifications
where necessary to aide a more fully integrated, continuous
progress irstructional prbgram for participating students.

d. Verify that performance expectations for participating students are
comparable to expectations for other students and are challenging
enough to actelefete Whievement.

* e. Analyze the quality of the,excess-cost services in terms of how and
LLL that students are learning and appliCable opportunities for

0 beproving the drogtera. -

f. Analyze the quality of parent participation and education, excess-
eget services for health and guidance and staff tkvelopnent, aid
applicable opportunities for.improving.

g. Prdvida LEP students with excess -cast services 'appropriate for
students learning English-as -a -secord -language end receiving
Anstruction in their primary language.

VS

f

staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with'cther
staff add parents, should review these suggestions, 'determine their
potential effectiVeness for program- improvement, and then decide how'
your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluation procedutes will be
used to incorporate them into our program.

SelectitUpportuntties for Improving

,2S



:-THE EFFECT OF BILINGUAL SpRVICES ON LIMITED - ENGLISH- PROFICIENT STUDENTS

;This criterion focuses on the extent to which the
limi'ted-Aghglish -proficient students are acquiring the

age skills needed for acadegic achievement in an

ts*Aronaent which promotes/ the students' self-respect and,
citi4* cultural understandihgs.

10,

I ` ?Use this. section to judge the effect of the bilingual

oetrOcea oh LKII studentg in schools that have 21 or more
LgItiotudents being serVid through:

'.

s'4-AA. (a), (b), or (c) (innovative) program at any
.giade levels K-6

A' .(d) program 4t any grade level 7-12

o
'

or (f) indivi)ual learning program, K-12

When applying this criterion to a school
consider all LEP students receiving hilingual
throAeh the planned progrds.

)1,

program,.
se ry ces.

The procedures ,for reviewing tili ng program am

eer are'identical Co the procedures,outlined previU sly'
fOr*itudents in any program: (1) Observe skUdint and.,
stet, during linstruction, (2) review records of student
perfgrmance an /or program planntng.and operat ion, - and
(3)_ interview students, parents, and staff.

96

)

11,

11-33

a
Find out what students are doing, how they.feel

about their prograd and their progress, if they know
what to do next or how to find what they do not khow.V

Observe the students at work;ifind out how theii
day is Organized; look at their current and past work;.
observe what materials are being used and what materials
are available. Watch how they relate with .other
students-an staff. Notice how, when, and with whits they
use their primary language,.. Talk to the students about
_what they are doing. Falk to the teacher and aide,ahout
how they work with the students; how they know whit
-students already know, are,skilled at'-an need to learn
in both languages of the bilingual program; how'they
feel about program operation and pupil-progress in the
primary language and English. Find out what their
expectations' are for the LEP pupils in content instruc-
tion and in English-as-a-setond-language. -Explore with
them the ideas of identification, diagnosis, reclassifi-
.dation, and language designation for basic skills or
content instruction. In (a), (b), or (c) programs,

observe the fluent-English-proficient and/or English-
°, participants as' well. Find out .how- they are

learning English, and how they participate in activities
involving the primary language and4or culture of ihe.LEP
pupils.

97
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THE

This criterion afocusee on the -extent
proficient students are acquirirg the
academic achievement in an environsent
self-respect and crass cultural err...Mole t

CRITERIA FOR QUALITY

EFFIECT CF BILINGUilt SERVICES G4 L.D4ITD-E,CLISH-PROFICIDiT MEWS

to whic,( the limited-Engli0-
language needed for

which ortenotes the students'

arictngi.

The LEP students are making liedted progress
in developing the skills of uncterstantiirg,
splicing, reeding, ard writing in Erejlish.
Instruction in English -es-a-seconchlarguage
tends to 14, sporatic rd content instruction
in Erglish ieldow is adjusted to the stuckents'_
ability to,,ccenpr sterd. The students' language
strengths -in English and the primary language
are assessed infrequently. Student` 'work,
indicates that the me)Srity of LEP students
are making limited progress in %/ Quillen

skills ard knowledge 'in her areas of the
curriculum. The' materials' being used

frequently are inappropriate to the language
skills ard learning needs of the sturlagt..
Crass cultural activities are few ard Limited
in scope. The LiP students' tend to isolate
themselves fran dher students on cerpull.

98

E/5

LAM
I I

In applying this crlterio
services on all LEP at
or a (d) di21Tot (e) pr
students. -

The I.EP students are making ,reasonable
prole:m.1n developing English language skills
of 'undirstarding, song, reading, and.

writing; their work also indicates steady
progress in the acquisition of skills and

knowledge in Cher areas of the curriculums
The instructional activities in which many'
students arejergaged, as well as the miterials
be used, match true 'assessment of . the
.st, s' language strengths; for her

ts, rdwever , the 'instructional
ies and materials are nil fully
le ' with - their current language

Generally, st#nts feel positive
remselves and tegir second language

arkd they are developing blowier*,
dIderstardirg of the cultures of the

various languages at the school.

A

f

ti

consiLr the ffect of the bilingual
in ah,(a), (b), (c), or (f) Program Wirt

an (7-1.2) when there are 21 or more

...tThe LEP students are making . exceptional
progress in developing the skills of -und#-
standing, speaking, reading, and writ ffir in
English. Their work indicates that they also
ate making rapid progress in the acquisition
of skills and leiowledge in tether areas of the
c;.ir riculJa.% Instruction is *pont udusly
adiptad toieachidlident's aCijoity to cower;
heed. It is ev that each student's pro-
gram is designed in response to both initial
ind, ongoing asseammentiof hicor her language'
.strengths in English and, the printery language.
The adults workifg with, the studs*, use a
variety of matieskals and teaching strategies
to provide swans rd learning experiences for'
each student in bothsEnglish and the student's
,primary language. Students are enthusiastic
shout learning in a second language and the-

primary language(s) of the students is used
freely in thd scrod by students as well as
by adults. Students' attitudes toward
themselves are positive; they are proud of
their cultUral, heritage -and participate
readily, in cross .cultural activities with
other student' ore the adults at the schoOl..

c..
.44
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE EFFECT OF BILINGUAL SERVICES ON LEP STUDENTS

Verifying Sources of Information
interviiews/documents

I

Area of Investigation Primary Source of Information
°Nervation

Student progress

100

Hourws. the initial eseessient of .the
language strengths of the. LEP and PEP
student (in an (a), '(b),, (c) class-
rooms) conducted? Who did it?

4

Did the assessment inc4de understand-
ing, speaking, reading and writing in.
both English and the,.itudent's primary
language?

.

How was the assessment data used in'
the design of'- the student's
instructional prograi?

How frequently are assessments made of
the student's language strengths? How
is it done? By whom?

How are assessment data used to adjuit
the amount of instruction the LEP
student receives in English?

What curricular areas are being taught
in the student's primary language?
What in Englishillow does_this match
the student's diagnostic assessment?

Does the language used in instruction
correspond to the student's language
strengths?

What are the students learning in each
language? What kind of academic
progress are tIey making?

II-35

Explore with' bilingual. staff: How the
initial assessment was conducted and
-by whom, what was included; how the
information was shared with others;
how ongoing assessment is conducted
and how frequently; how the data are
used in the design of the student's
program.

Documents: Assessment instruments,
student records, lesson plans.

Explore with bilingual- staff: What
curricular areas are included in the
student's program in Engliih,and the
primary language. how the languages
are used by the adults 'in the class-
room; who decides what materials, will
be used and what basic and supple
mentary materials and supplied by the
district.

101

N.



Area of Invest/gat/1m
Primary source of Information:

-I- Observation

The students' instructional program How are the two languages used in
_managing the .classroom, giving direc-
tions to students, answering student
questions?

During the truction how are the two
languages us d?

9

102 (

How are the
bilingual stel

/ 1

What is the
materials i

language?

language skills of the

f being used?

readth and variety of the
the students 'primary

rn what way are the

Student is u ing match
language sti Ohs?

How is the t
and primary,

4 LEP students

materials the

to his or her

7

Re' scheduled' for English'

nguage instruction? For

How is the Student's instructional

program fad usted to his or her

increasing develop:lent of English

language sk li?

What kinds T instructional techniques
are use in second language

instructio ? - functionai/communicat
Live, gr s-based, both?.

How is c tent instruction in English
adapted a the .student's Level 'of,

comprehe ion? 40,teacher language,
body /language, gestures, by
appropriete,,reading materials, use of

concrete materials or referents? ,

11-36

Verifying Sources of Information
interviews/documents

Explore with bilingual staff: How the
student's schedule is determined and
how students are 'grouped for

instruction; what kinds of teaching
methodologies are used; the criteria
for reading.in a second language; the
reclassification criteria standards
end procedures, how the staff
participates in reclassification,, and
how many students have been reclassi-
fied.

Docuients:
Student records, lesson plans,-aidei
schedule/ criteria for reading

placementland reclassifiCation.

:103.



Area of Investigation

vta

104

.\
Primary source of Information: Verifying Sources of Information:

_Observation
f

interviews/documents

Are-LEP students grouped ,for ESL and
.'content tnAtruction in English

according to their comprehension
levels?

Are the criteria, for the introduction
of reading in a second language'

Appropriate? , Are they consistently

applied?

DO the teachers know the district's
reclassification criteria, standards,
and procedures?

How do the bilingual teacher and/6r
aide work with students?

What effeci,have the planned .staff

developoknt activities had in

increasing the bilingual educe on ,

(skills of the teacher and the si

In what way have the staff development Documents: ,Certificates,

activities been based on the staff development records.

individual skint needed of the

teachers and aides?

waivers,

How has the primary language of the

LEP students been used in staff

development activities?

How effective does `staff believe the
staff development activities have

been?

II -3T
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OPPORTUNITIES FCR'IMPROYING THE EFFECT cr eaLINgvAL SERVICES ON LIMITED=ENGLIsHpRoriciEna STUDENTS
. ,

7 The statements listed below indicate actions- nhich may hive been or

need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of your program. Thg

specific opportunities selected by the, reviewers reflect their

understanding of yout program and their best suggestions for .hat your

next .steps might be to make your prugram more effective for students,

a. Assess oq an ongbing basis each student's-skills in comprehension,
speaking; reading, and writing in English and his or her primary

. language and modify his or her program to utilize those ttrengths.

b. Ensure that materials-in the primary language of the LEP student are

avallible for at least every curricular area taught in the student's.

primary language.

c.,Provide in the primary language of the LEP stuJent, instruction,for

the FEP/English-only students In (a), (b) (c) classrooms and

promote l'ngusge acquisition rather than learning.

d. Ensure that the criteria for introduction of reading in the second

language include both minimal English proficiency and primary

language levels and. are consistency

e. Ensure that the reclassification criteria are consistently applied.

f. Analyze the-manner in Which Ian-pages are used for instruction.- .

,--g..Examine the extent to which lessons. in English are conorehensible

to LEP4stucents and modify instruction accordingly.

h. EncouAge--use of tht student's primary lahguage outside the

classroom and in extrscurrituler-activities.

1. Utilize the culture of the LEP students and cultural resources of

the LEP community in multicultural and crass cultural activities.

j. Make
r

assignments of
bilingual

ttett so as to make optimin use of
thei langdage strengthsi

k. Prowl* staff development for the monolingual English staff in ESL

instruction.

1. Asseds the language skills of the bilingual aides:

J

staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with.other

staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their,

Potential effectiveness for program improveMent and then decide how

your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluation procedutes will be

used to incorporate theininto your program.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

I

Provide staff development in the language skills necessary

106
instruct in and model both languages of the bilingual program.

n. Provide staff development for teachers and aides

skills in, bilingual teaming methodologies.

. p. Provide encouragement 'and support

bilincual certificate.'

E/S

for teachers

to

to increase their

working toward a

11-38
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THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION AND SERVICES QN THE, STUDENT WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS

This .criterion focuses on the extent to' which

;instruction and services provided: each student with
exceptional needs are.enebling him or het to make

r. steedy progress toward achievement of his or her
education and social goals with optiisum -

potion in the,total4ichool;program.

To understand how instruction an aervices
impact'on the student with exceptional needy, you,

, as a reviewer, lipid concentrate primarily on the
, total program bf a, sample (of- individual students..

tou vrili -have to synthesize ,information teernedfrom

both regular and special education )personnel, as
vrll as.o4ervations of the student' in regular Ind.

1 speciAl-settinga. This synthesia.yill involve the
-entire eilview team. .

,

, After 'deve lopink,'A-;good undirstanding of. the

total Angram ota sample of studWnts, fetus on how-
, services and 4 atruction from. various-sources inter -

apt to forpot4,whole.,-,

In order to undltt:gand how the echo* suppOrts
the studept'. vitt -exceptional needs, the reviewer

should talk to the people- hn arp ilrolupd 'in the
ieferral -asiessment -IER process. .Inmost cases this
willincluda the.resourceosptcialist andthe princi-
pal, who.can.identify aasessment andIEP members.

ip dr
Exagining the process will'give you as reviewer

a basic understanding oy the flow of *events that
results in the delivery of services- to the student.
Try to relate what you haire,seen in various settings
to the information you received from adults who are

involved in the program., You should emphasize
relating the information from adults to the program
that'is received by the student.

108

4.

1

4

.
Question the school' staff, district support,

staff, the, Special Education Service Region (SESR)
support staff, the parents and studente in order to
develop a. cohplete_picture of the special education

',students in 'till possible 'settings: the regular
cliteproom, the jscho grounds, the cafeteria, as
well as the setting, where special. education

. services amore delivered.

4 %) Once, the process of
delivered ',to. the student
determine:

4
11-39

.,

w and what service*
is understood, you

How thcapecial eauCat on instruction and
services and the regu ar program interrelate

e 1.104 adults cooperatt in coordinating these ser-
f

vices.and programs
How the time alloca
determined
How the staff is rted in, integrating

special educatio nts into the classroom/

school environment

are
can

ibnl and schedules-are
4

Determine the quality (not qtantiqi of the

coltibution made by'special education services, and
the quelity.Of the regular education contribution
(including compensatory education, bilingual
'services., Miller-UnAuh, etc.1 along with the base
profram). Since this criteilin calls for judging
the-effect of instruction onlikudents, it resemble

,and -parallels the other instruction criteria,
especially "How Students. are Learning ",, a

Environment- In Wich Learning Takes Plate",. his

criterion differs primarily in its, focus on special

education students. Much of what is, done for the
"How" and ",Environment" will be useful for applying
this criterio06
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CRITERIA FOR,.. JUDGING QUALM'

THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ANO SERVICES ON THE STUnENTS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS'

_ .

This criterion focuses on the extent to which the full eurriculUm and
other instructional and related services received by. the student will

result in his or her acquisition of the skills and knowledge necessary

for success in later grade levels.

The activities in shich, the student with

exceptional neecis'is engaged' eldcon match his

or her individuaikeeds, streAgths, or ways of

learning. His or her activities are incon-

sistent with the. IEP goals. and objectives and

student work indicates little, progress in

meeting these goals. The student's total

educetion program is fragmented; there .1s

little or no communicatioP or collaboration

rang the stiff whework with the student.

Services are Owlicated or conflict with other

instructional progress; .frequently disrupting

the student's school day and he she is

P
making little progress in the regular curri-

cOlum. The student is rarely included even

ehen 'appropriate, %hen decisions Ire made

affecting his or. her educational and social.

growth. The student and others lack knowledge

,,pf or have inappropriate attitude toward the

handicappinIscondition and. staff, other stu-

dents, parents,, and comunity members are

reluctant to 'adIcept, and to extend oppor-

tunities for participation to students with

special sleds.

110

Prly this criterion when special education services are offered,

onsider each student on an IEP including those in spec.al day

classes.

The student with exceptional needs is

perticipeping in activities ehiCh generally

match hi? or her individual needs, strengths

and ways oP learning. The activities are

consistent plith'the goals and objectives of

the IEP and student work indicates progress in

meeting those goals. Whilel there are

opportunities for the stucept to participate

in the total school progrJM, sometimes the

environment and/or the instructional iaterials

and activities are not of sufficient range or

flexibility to allow full participation. The

student's instructional program and related

services are being coordinated by the special

education and other instructional staff and he

or she is making progress in the regular

curriculum. The student participates, as

appropriate, in decisions Aboyt his or her

education. He or she demonstrates knowledge

about the "handicapping condition and has an

accepting attitude toward self and others.

The student with exceptional nee is engaged

in activities that are'speciTically matched to

ihis or her ndividtal leads, 'strengths, and

ways of learning. Student work .indicates-

steady progresS toward achievement of tile

academic, social, vocatiOnal, and other goals

and objectives as outlined in the IEP and in

the regular curriculum. ,Materials, activities,

and ,environment of the class/school are

adapted to enable optimum pertAcipation in the

1 total school program. Comulication, colla-

boration and mAual support _between special,

education and other instructional staff about ,

the student's instructional programs ensure

consistent reinforpement and 'follow-go. of

'services provided the student, shethir.in the

regular classroom or special education set-

ting. The student 4s invOved to tbe maximum

extent appropriate in decisions which affect

his or her educptional and social growth. He

or she has sufficient knowledge of and an

accepting attitude toward his or her handi-

capping( condition, as have staff, other

students, pirents, and community meters, and

is well accepted by his or her
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a

Area of investiletion

Activities-is which
the 'student is

participating

I

4

Student progress

112

5
GUIDE FOR tOLLEGIING. INFORMATION ABOUT INSTRUbTIOWAND SERVICES

FOR' STUDENTS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS.

PriS,ry source of information:

observalon

To what extent is each student developing
pkills in identified areas of need? A

Are students involved in activities which build
on existing individual strengths?

How do activities match identified student
needs?

Are Activities designed to provide student
success?

DO activities provide sufficient challenge to
each student? Are expectations appropriate to
individual skills and abilities?

Is instruction varied to include individual,
small group and ldrge group settings (as

appropriate to the instructional activity and
student dbeds)?

Are activities designe0 and materials organised
and located to DIreaee the student's ability
to work independefitljt small groups? In

large groups? "'

Are activities'designed to match tab student'i
learning style?

Nov 'is student progress monitored and .

evaliated? Is'progress in the regular program
monitored it a similar manner?

Verifying sources of information:
interviews /documents

,Explore with: Students, regular
classroom teachers, resource
specialists, special education
parents, specialists providing
designated services, dpecial ciass
teachers, district curriculum
specialist, program specialist,
aides, principals,_ any persons
designated ly the principal or
resource specialists as being
involved in.proVidingservices to
students.

Documents: IEPsj teacher's plan
books, assessment results, ,records
of DIS specialists, student
progress reports,. tome/schail
communication about student work)
curriculum material, proficiency
standards, evaluation;

I

113
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1.11691.

OP,

Area of Investigation
4

Primary source of information: Verifying sources of information:,

Observation 1 interviews/documents
...

i ,
/

.
. ,

at are the procedures foil making changes to

the studentrogram? Are they known to. all

who work with the
t
s t udent? How flexible are

t

these procedures?

.

How care students involved in monitoring their

own progertss?

Adaptatio6 for an How is the IEP used as a tool to manage and

integrated educational measure student ogress?

program
Are new IEP goals and objectives written as

./1
Won as stated objectives are achieved? 4

AM%

41

If stated objectives are not achieved as

expected, what alternative methods are

initiated?

Are the ',student's specific identified needs'

addressed by the curricular' /areas being

covered? ,

Does the curriculym also include those areas
addressed I for regular students as much as

appropriate, e.g., literature, multicultural,.

etc.?

How does the curriculum accommodate differing

learning rates and styles?.

How has the mode 46f presentation f6r the

curriculum been adapted as needed to meet the

special needs .- of each student,' i.e.,

transcribed, Erailled, taped, etc.? Have the

materials been .adapted accordingly?

IA supplementary explanation or interpretation

or curriculug provided for students?

4

4.

Ni
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Area Investigation
Primary source of information: a

observation-

Are teaching methods and strategies adtisted in
consideration of the student's haqiicapping
condition?

Are adjustments made in rcurriculam;-Apterials,
environment, and teaching strategies, according
to student progress?

.1. 4\
.

How are materials, equipmenttpment 'usage
in all settings adapted.to the needs of the

student; to the curriculum being taught, and to
the goals and ableotives in the IEP?

Hot, are ,the time allotments' and schedules .

geared to the needs of the student? How
flexible are the school ant i the special
services to the needs of individual students?

What proviiions for counseling .are included in
the IEP? Are,Ahey being implemented? Mow is
sacationkl,counseliing, being provided?' Is-kit

related to,the careiElovocatiOaal assessment?

Least restrictive "Axe instruction and services provided in the

environment least restrictive environment? ,

c-

116

S

What oppertunitfes does the student have to.

learn, and practice skills and behaviors which,
will increase integration opportunities?t
What' is the range of opportunities
for a student to. participate
programs andAcrivities?

What. assistance is provided; .if
facilitate] participation in regular
activities, i.e., interpreter for

for physically h;ndieapped, etc.?
4,

-9

consiAered
in 'regular

needed, to,

program and
deaf, aide

W
Verifying sources of information:

interviews/documents

of

1'

117
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a
Primary source of information: 'Verifying sources of information:

Area Of Investigation
f observation l interview/documents

Are there specific activities In enhance the

positive 'attitude If staff, parents, and

students toward students withspecial needs?

Attitudes of staff and Are all students considered when planning

students school activities? /

118
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FOP

In) what 'ways do 'students participate in

decisions made which affect their educational

and social growth (attend IEP meetings,

parent-teather conferences, etc.)?

, .

How accepting of. special education students are

the regular teaching staff, support. staff?

Students?

What are special education students called ii a

group?

Does the classroom environment include' space

for individual, small group, and large group

activities?

Is the space where services are provided

appropriate and sufficient for the number of

students?

..)Where, are special education services provided

at the mchpol? Does their location promote the

regular sc activitfies?
integre

l
special /education students into

:

For students in spatial day classes, who

decides where the stud, is will be placed

during integration into Orregglar program?

How are students with exceptional needs treated

on the school grounds At recess? Before and

after school?

II-44

glot
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Area of Investigation

Coordination of
services

120

PrimarT source of information:
observatisp

.What kinds of reinforcement and follow-up
special instruction and services does the
student receive in all:other settings, i.e.,
language arts /speech therapy, reading/phonics,
resource specialist, physical education/
mobility instruction? Are they donsistent?

How frequently does the student receive
frgquent feedback- from those Persons directly
involved?

What provisioner have been made for ongoing
staff development activities in special educe-

' tion for regular staff, administrators, special
education staff,' support staff, pirents?

How are regular staff provided with ongoing
assistance with integrating, and coordinating
the program of -students with exceptional needs
in their classroom? Is this assistance
ongoing?"

How do the regular and special education staff
communicate and, coordinate the student's pro-
gram (written progress updates, 'frequent meat-
logs, scheduled consultation periods, etc.)?

What kindp of follow -up to services received in
the regular classroom or tie special education
setting is provided for the student?

II-45

z

Verifying sources of information:
interviews/documents

-.a
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OPPORTUNITIES FCR IMPROVING TNEFFEC OF INSTRUCTICWAND SERVICES ON STUDENTS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS'

't

The-statements listed below indicate actibns vhich may have been or
need to -be token to improve the effectiveness of your 'program. The

specific opportunities selectedby the reviewers reflect their

understand' of your program and their best suggestions' for what your

next steps gpt be to make your -program more effective- for, students,

.

a. Nein and provide -sequential activities for the achievement of goals

and objectives in the student's raP.

b. Develop en ongoing. mriben to genitor student progress in achieving

goals and objectives in the IEP as well in the regular program as

indicated. ,
.

,

.
_ , .

c. Provide activities which Challenge the student and afford an

adequete rate of success.

d. Expenf'the range of resources,'4naterials, and environments which
are available to students with exceptional needs.

e. Ad curricula, teaching Methods, and learning-environments to meet

Indio student needs.

f.

g.

Establish a system, formal or informal; for sharing information
about the student between all persons'kho work with him or her. .

Involve each student as.appropriate in decision - making regarding hiS

or her_ educational and social growth.
. ,

h. Provide exceptidnal'stucants with appropriate information regarding

their individual disabilities as well_as acilities.

i. Involve staff, parents, and regular studei in staff development

and other activities 'vhich promote uncarstanding and acceptance of

students with exceptional needs;

j. Provide staff .development and ,.ing support for regular classfoan
teachers in integrating and coor noting the program of the students

with ,exceptional needs in their-classrooms.

,E/S

122

-4'

. staff and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/DAC along with other staff

and parents should review these suggestions, determine their potential

effectiveness for program improvement, and then decide how your ongoing

planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be used to

incorporate them into your program:

II-46

Selected Opportunities for Improving

) ,

1

r
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THE EFFECT OF THE STUDENT'S TOTAL PROGRAM ON THE'STUDENT

While developing an understanding of what stu
dent's learn within each, subject area, the reviewers
should also be figuring out how the curriculum comes
together as a whole for the individual student. Judgc...,
meats about this .overall curriculum are based
primarily on three' understandings:

1. What the district and school have defined
(or failed to define) as the core of skills,
knowledge, and values students are expected
to learn

2. The curriculum actually experienced by the
selected sample of students, including past
and planned studies

3. The relationship _between 1 and 2

To understand what the district and school expect
students to learn, reviewers should rely primarily on
interviews: Be algrt to changes in expectations or
loss of .clarity from the initial definition of skills,

knowledge, and values to the expectations expressed in
course work assignments *pd the feedback .given to

students about their learnfbg (or lack of it). .Ask

about graduation and proficiency requtrements. Ask
abput differentiated proficiency standards for special
edication students.

124

11-47

. To understand the curriculum actually experienced
by each student in the sample, reviewers should rely
primarily on student ald. teacher interviews ' and

studelpt work, including course readings. To see how
a student gets enrolled in his or her particular
course of study, find out both'where the student gets
advice on courses and who decides what courses the
student will take. Consider past and planned Studies
over the full span of years in secondary school. Talk
to guidance personnel as well as teachers and peers.
Do students and teachers understand what srcific
skills, values, and knowlddge are expected for: pro
ficiency standards, 'graduation reguirements,Intrance
to college, occupational preparaelon, adultpartici
pation in society, and' personal goals? Are. the
expected learnings comprehensive? Does the instruc
tion provide for learning what is expected? Is the
student taught to extend and apply what is learned?
Taught how to put. it together?

4

The curriculum Se it is eperiended by special
education students may be quite different from the
curriculum presented to other students. The IEPs for
special education students should provide a basis for,
evacuating the effect of instruction on each student.
Because standards and expectations. may be different,
some of the questions may not apply.

125
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) CRITERIA FOR JUOGINGIQUALITY

THE EFFECT cr THE STUCENt'S TOTAL,PROORAN ON THE STUDENT

.,.
.

The focus g; this criterion is on the extent to which the student's

. full curridUlun and other and related. services will result in the

acquisition of the skills, knowledgei and values necessary for success

in an occupation and/or further education.

7

The cLeriqulum of the school

is

limited. In

scope; expectations for what is to be learned

are unclear or unto:loan. In course work the

student is learning a fragmented and random

assortment of skills, knowledge, and values

which offer little opportunity, to reach his or

NT personal and wzoational goals' or mewl"
for future education. Little is expected of

the student past minimum proficiencies; viheh

the student hes,difficulty in learning that is

being taught, there is.no overall plan to

bring him or her up to minimal proficiency.

The schedule of special instruction,' (compen-

satory, bilingual, and /or special education)*

and related services is disruptive to the

student and deny him or her continuity in the

courses he or she is taking. The student

receives little. help or encouragement to

become responsible for his or he Jearntng or

to prepare him or hei to sicceed In a vocation

or for.further education:

126
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. ,.;...

In applying, this criterion consider.: (1) the total curriculUM received

by the student and (2) all special instructional and related services.
. - . .

.

A

The curriculum of the school includes the

Skillk. knowledge, and values necessary for

'the student to achieve his or her majorper -

wnal, academdc, and social goals and to

become prepared for an occupation or further

education. Efpectations for mhat is to be

learnave been defined, and generally the

,student knows what he or she is expected to

learn in the courses he or she is taking.

While a variety of courses is available to the

student, problems with scheduling,' coordina-

tion, and articulation between capartmepts

and/or Dick of timely guidance sometimes

interfere with the student's desired course'of

study, resblting in difficulty inr acquiring

new skills and knowledge -or extending and

applying those skills he or she has akebady,

learned..The special. lnstructional and related

services (conpensatory, bilingual and/or

special education) received by the 'student

general'1y are coorCdnated_witq the student's
total unworn of study. TN student is

involved to some extent in planning and

evaluating his or her progress over the

years.

II-48

ih:01?#iriculun'of the school is of sufficient

and rigort.for the student tcrottain the

skills, knowledge, and values necessary to

achieve his or her personal, academic, and

social goals, and to become prepared for(` en

occupation or, further education. The student

and those who teachard guide hii or her, know

What the student is expected to learn. The

student's ptogrem of study -over the 'ears,

including cows-ay-based learning and extra-

curricular activities, will enable Nim or her

to attain these skills, knowledge, and values.

Ye 'special instructional (ccmpeniatorreduca-

tion, bilingual and/or special education) and

related .servica received by the student

enhance and facilitate his or her total pro-

gbam. ...tee student, 4n the courses he or the

has tak4A _in the past, is now taking, and will

be taking, - bsrehallemso, to integrate the

Skills, knowledge, and.valuls already learned'

and to apply them ,in increasingly complex

situations requiring fresh ideas and'

judgments. The student's Self-expectations,

desire tachieee, and sense of accoaplish-

merit are sustained at ahigh level.

127.
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INF6RHATION ON THE EFFECT OF THE STUDENT'S TOTAL PROGRAM ON THE STUDENT

Area of_Inar,tigation Primary souree\of information:'
Observation

Definition of skills,' knowledge , Is there an overall curriculum plan

and values . for the school? Does it include

clear expectations for a'core of
common learnings every student is

.

xpected to learn?

128

IP

.

staff and students understand

these expected common learnings?

How do staff incorporate . the

overall curriculum objectives into
defined expectations for individual
courses? Does each student receive

instruction aimed at a given

objective in a variety of courses?

-4n his or her program of study, is
--, the student exposed to d coherent

patted) of learning experiences, or
is there a patchwork of learning'

fragments?
. .

Are skills, knowledge, and values

defined for all stages of student
development - -from minimal profi-

ciency to the most advanced levels
of achieicement?

What are the schoolwide exphta7'
tions'for workmanahip, punctuality,'
classroom 'behilvior, etc.? ,How

clearly . art - these specified to

parents, students, staff, etc.?...

What is-the,evidence that' they are
reinforced rh all classes?k

11-49.

Verifyin4 Sources of Information:
interviews/documents

ExplOre. With teacherst'Their

familiarity with district

clrriculum policies.

Explore with district staff: How
the. curriculum pillicy was developed

and implemen Was there staff'

development? ere state curriculum,
'-

frameworks use_?

Explore with guidance staff And
others in an advising role: HOW

they use the defined skills,

knowledge, and values in program

planning.

-4 4
Documents: Dietrich curriculum

documents, course offerings, the

student's individual course of

study, texts, :lesson plans,

proficiency guides.

J
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Area cif Investigation

Breadth of,turriculum

I 4

- Primary Source of Inforsation:
-.Observation

Does the core curriculum' of common,
learnings include:

NOTE: The following of .

learnings are not lists of

courses, but learning. which
should be integrated into a
variety of courses in a
variety of uays.

Basic learning skills such as:

writing,' mathematics including
problem solving, reading from rase-
dial to advanced skills, speaking
and listening, critical thinking,

vocational,. skills, intellectual

curiosity, Independent judgments

am4reasoning, grammar

Cultural heritage such as: litera-

ture, art, music, drama, aesthetic

values, foreign- language, ethnic

studies, intellectual history, and
multiculutral education

Citizenship and' societal studies

such as: civics, democratic rights

and responsibilities, - political

heritage, U.S. andipvrld history,
economics,. current' affairs, and

other social.studies%

Science such ask, basic sciAntif4t-

methods, biology, physics chem-

istry, earth science physiology,

ecology, astronomy, electronics,
and complter science.

-II-50

Verifying Sources oeInformation:
interviews/documents

Explore with teachers and students:
Where the Skills, knowledge, and

values locally 'defined as common,

learnings appear- in course work.

How the content of each course was
planned so that the appioprifte

common learnings were included.

How individual educational programs
were developed for students with

special neg.ds.

)

Explore wtth advisors, counseling .

and guidance personnel: Now the

individual's program is planned 0
ensure each student covers the full

range of skillet values,. and

knowledge which are appropriate..

. .

Documents: The-individual couzse'of

study, course offerings, texts,

syllabus, course outlines, student

work

a.
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INIMIIII

Area of Investigation Primary Source of Information:
Observation

How the'curiculum is coordinated
and articulated among teachers

vExtension, application,
and integration

132

Is the curricult# coordinated
between grade levels and depart-

ments to enable contindaus progress
for all students?

DO the classroom teachers and

resource or specialist teachers
work together to ensure continuity
of learning.for students? (Con
sider those students who leave the
regular classroom program for spe-
cial instruction -- Title., /SCE, LEP,

HGM,16pecial education.

Is the student encouraged and

taught how to extend and apply what
hp she.learning to him or he

fe,present and planned?

Are related skills, knowledge, and
values being taught- in different
crrses in a coherent sequence?

For example, how does the math
department coordinate with the

cooking teacher in "caching frac-
tions and recipes?' How are the

English teachers working with
history and science teachers in

teaching writing skills?

How do teachers and students take
Skills, knowledge, and values
already learned in various coon*s
and use them to.solve complex prob-
less in new courses? For example,
how are learning, from math, his-
tory, and political science brought
together in economics and geo-
graphy? How are reading, critical.
thinking, and workmanship skills
used in planning and executing a
metal shop ptoject?

111-51.

MIA

Verifying Sources of Information:
interviews /documents

Explore with teachers and support
'staff: How the records of contin-

,

uous pupil progress are designed,
monitored, evaluated, articulated,
and modified throughout the school;
how information about the student
is communicated by the support
staff who serve him or her.

tz,

-Explore with staff: How programs
are planned across years and sub-
jects; ,what is the form where

teachers from various departments
discuss course content and

sequence; how do those who advise
students know and use course n-

tent and sequence information in
planning the individual student's
piogram?

Documents: Course outlines, texts,

student work, ,the individual course
of study

133
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Area of Investigation, Primary Source of. Information:

Observation

Occupational preparation such as:

career education, vocational cour-
ses, industrial arts, distributive
education, business, technology,

and workmanship.

Personal and social development

such as: respect self, and

others, self-diocipline, study

habits, leadership, cooperation

skills, ,orginitation skills,

emotional health including stress
management, lentil and parenting,

human growth lad development,

nutrition, ,physical education,

lifetime sport's, drug abuse, health

Instruction received and How much instructional time, in

acquisition of skills, knowledge Glass and in homework, allocated

and values to the skills, knowled air

values? For example, how much

writing does a particular student
do, during the year, considering all

courses in which he or- she is

enrolled? Do the teachers of the
various courses communicate about
how much and what kind of writing
the student is doing? -Does anyone,
besides-tile student, have a fair

notion of how much time is

allocated to each skill or know-
ledge area?

Across courses and yeirs, how is
the student's progress in acquiring
the expected skills, knowledge, and
values monitored? If a student ihas

problems, what alternatives are

11-52

Verifying Sources of Information:
interviewsidocuments

0

Explore wit h teachers, guidance
personnel, others in the advising
role, and students: How progress

is monitored; how problems are

detected. After a problem is

detected, how corrective steps are

initiated. Are records of progress
kept; how are they used; by whom
and how often?

Documents: Progress records,

cumulative folders, student courses
of study, student work, alternative

offerings /
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w
Area of 1:investigation

Rigor in elective courses.

I,

Primary Sdutce of Information:
Observation

empliyed to ensure meeting exPected
standards? Do teachers .from
Various departments cooperate in

teachinr a given skill or galub,
,e.g., problem .solvine Do air

-----Al

, teachers of students receiving
'special services understand the

ludelits?

for theseplanned prograis

,

..,
., Is.there-rigor in the course work

which is appropriate to the subject
area and, he same time, produc-

. tive in making progress toward per-
411. 'I Ronal and school goals?

Are courses designed to meet the
s dent's interests or strengths

or example, are
students in .a film inappreciation
class required to write film'criti-
cism, to grimily e and appreciate

. formal dramatic structure, ge
characterizations discus
ioral and life p oblems- Ore ed
by the films, etc., as welikas
enjOying the film?. Are students in
craft courses taught srandards. of

. workniznahipt :Dn the .. physical

education teachers dor'tect spelling
errors aswell as aeh principles
of team work? ,.

.. '

-Do samples of student work reveal a
sta5dardef quality workmanship?'

Veriqing Sources of Information:
interviews/documents

^
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING THE EFFECT OF THE STUDENT'S TOTAL PROGRAM ON THE STUDENT

The statements listed below indicate-actions Which may have been of
need to be taken'to improve the effectiveness of your program. The

specific cpportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their"

understanding of your program and their best suggestions for What your
next steps might be to make your program more effective for students,

a.

b

Extend the studeot's curriculum so that each student has opportuni-
ties to develop skills and knowledge in the fine arts, social,

natural, and physical sciences, and other curricular areas as well
as in the basic skills of language, reading, and mathematics.

Explore ways of providing more time for students to develop skills
and knowledge in other area of the curriculum as welloas in the
basic skills. .

c. Provide opportunities for students to apply basic skills in other

curricula areas andto integrate other curricular learning into the
acquisition of basic skills.

d. Provide a variety of opportunities for studentS to pursue their

educational interests.

'e. PriosItize the special services provided students, focusing on their
mesa agent needs,

f.

9.

Reschedule the times pttestudehts are .pulled out of the regular
Classroom so that they havethe.cpportipity to participate in the

full range of curricular activates.
J

Coordinate ;he students' instructional program so that:

- The instruction they receive while out of the classroom builds
on, extends, and/or reinforces classroom instruction.

. I.
-.. /fhey have the opportunity to acquire any necessary skills ore.
knowledge that they maychave missed while out of the, classroom.

h. Deyelop or refine methods of comminication between the classroom,

teecer,and IpecialiSt staff so that each, is kept current with the
students' progress in.botg settings.

Allocate time for classroom teachers and specialists to plan the
students' instructional activities together.

is

1.38 : j.'Explore ways of me$11:rating each student to become responsible for

(
Nis or her own learning and work to prepare him or her to function
successfully in later grade levels.

1
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staff, ard, others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BACE along with other
staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness for program improvement, and then decide how*
your ongoing planning, translating and ,evaluation procedure". will be
used to incorporate them into your program.

IP.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

Alw

v",
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w
C. THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON INSTRUCTION

The information collected in the first section
AN, of this handbook, "The Effect of Instruction on

Students," becomes, the base for further
investigation into' this section, "The fact of

Support on Instruction." What the viewer has
learned about, how and that student learn, the
effect of Title I/SCE and -services.fo LEP students,
and the learning environment, are unary pieces in
the process of gathering informs ion in.ordee to
judge the quality and compliance," of a school
program. In looking at the support areas of staff
development, parent end .tommunity participation,
guidance and health services, and district support,
reviewers, begin to develop an understanding of how
the instructional program case_ to be the way it.is.
and why.

The process of synthesizing information begins
in a review as soon as bits of itformstion_begin-te

n o rger segments.

For Example: The reviewers observed students
.using manipulative ,materials during mathematics
instruction in several of the classrooms visited.
Interviews with staff- and a review of the staff
development records indicate that in-service train-
ing sessions on the use of math aanipulatives had
been held and that staff felt they were worthwhile.

Allis, the reviewers in the example cited were
able not only to begin to understand wh'Imathematics
instruction was'Che way icwas, but also were able

, -.to observe the effects of the staff development
sessions as students were using aanipulatives, in
several classrooms. However, the "whole" of staff

140.
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development had 'not emerged. Remaining questions
included: How were decisions about staff develop;,
sent priorities Nadel) Who had participated in the
sessions? The partial effect of dtaff 'development
was observed and now served to direct further
inquiry. It is important to note that only when the
remaining questions have been answered and the
"whole" of staff development is known can reviewers
judge the effectiveneSs'of staff'development.

The review process works not only from the
student through instruction and support-to planning,
but also in reverse order.

For Example: The.reviewers learned from, the
school plan that the staff would have in- service
training on how to establish aathesatics learning
_centers. They further learned that all staff had

N participated in the in-service training sessions
that were designed to help teachers establish and

--manttor learning centers where students could
practice the matheastics'skills being learned and to
apply "metered" skills. However, no learning
centers were observed in the classroomi4 and the
teachers stated that the in-service- training
sessions were very interesting but that they had not
yet-had time to implement the suggestions.

Thus, the effect ,cm students of this segment of
staff development was not observable,

It is critical to remember that evaluation of
support activities is directed to the effect of

support activities on, instruction, not parent

involvement, for example, as an. isolated .element of
the school programs, norPthe evaluation of district -
level support as something apart from whit is

happening. in the instruction of students. District
support activities may appear to be of high quality,
but if they are not appropriate to the school
program, they are not effectively aupportingAthe
instruction of students'.



THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON INSTRUCTION: STAFF DEVELOPKENT

This criterion focuses on how effective staff
development"activities have been in increasing the
skills and knowled0 needed by the teachers, aides,
other staff and volunteers to implement the planned
program.

The effect -of staff development on the instruc-
tional program can be viewed from two perspectives:

One,'analyze completed staff developsient activ-
ities, and find what effects or traces there
are on the instructional progress Determine
whet kinds of staff development have been'
offered and for whom. Review the,school plan,
identifAng staff development assessed needs
and planned activities. .Talk to the principal,
the ,program Coo iaatbr, district-personnel,
and responsi e SESR program specialist or
whoever is responsible for staff development to
find out what has been offered, why it was
offered, who participated, low it was pre-
sented, and by whom. Verify and,add to this
information by observing staff at work with the
students'and questioning them about their par- .
ticipation in staff development activities.

142

Two, trace staff development through instruc -'
tion by establishing the types of instructional
programs thet are in exietence and determine
what staff development has.been offered to sup-
poyt the program. For example: as a reviewer
you learn that a new writing program has been
implemented. Determine what staff development
was provided' to support the implementation of
the writing program.

Remember that the review of staff development
is focused on the effect of the staff development
activities. While knowledge of the kinds or number
of activities engaged in by staff members and volun-
teers is important for developing an understanding
of what has happened in staff develqicment and how it
might be made more effective, you will be Judging
the effect of the staff- development activities - -tros
whatever source or whatever' nature --on the instruc-
tion of students. and instructional support and

improvement prohess activities.

11-56

NOTE: All adults who work with students should'
participate in staff development: teachers, aides,

specialists, resource personnel, principals and

other administrators, parents, and other volunteers.

I
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CRITERIA FOR JUDGING QUALITY

THE EFFECT CF STAFF DEVELCPmENT CN INSTRUCTION

This criterion focuses on-how effective staff development activities
have teen n increasing the skills and knowledge needed by the

teachers, aides, other staff and volunteers to implement an

idstructional program responsive to student and program needs.

Staff development activities have been

Hilted and have little or no relationship to

the planned program. They have had little or

no effect in increasing the skills and

knowledge of the adults,. There 4s misunder-

standing or lack. of unc*rstanding of the

intent of trie school's planned program. Staff

weaters are unclear about their individual

responsibilities and ,hive tri little or no

understanding about What others are ,doing or

how what they do fits with what others do.

E/S

LOM

- Teachers I I I I

--
Aides

Other Staff

I I

I I I

Volunteers** I I I I

*Other staff includes the principal,

implementing the program.

**Vbluntters include parents, community members, cross-aged tutors, end student teachers.

In applying this criterion consider the effect of staff development on
the instructional program including services for students with - 1

needs and abilitites (LEP, Title I/SCE, special education, gi ed

and talented). Include all staff development activities (group and in:-
dividual) prodded for all staff and volunteers involved in the program
regardless of the source of funding utilized to provide such activi-
ties; i.e., district, SESR, county, SIP, Title I/SCE, and so forth.

Staff development activities are increasing

the skills and knowledge necessary for impleL

menting the program planned to meet student

and program needs. The activitles`are addres-

sing, on a priority basis, those skills and

knowledge most needed to implement the planned

Program. Staff development activities are

helping to increase the skills and knowledge

needed by each person to carry out,his or her

responsibilities; most members of the irstruc-

tional staff are applying the skills andlembw -

ledges addressed in the staff developmert

activities. St.iff generally understand the

intent of the school's planned program. Most

staff members understand their individual

responsibilities for implementing the program

and how what they do fits with What others do.

Staff develaPMent 'activities have been highly

effectivein enabling the adults to implemmt

aninstructional program responsive to student

and program needs. The adult knowledgef and

skills needed to implement the planned piograw

_have__ terk_irdoLif-ied--ardddcassid--in staff

development activities. Each adult has learned

whatever he or she needed to learn, to carry

out his, or her part of ethe planned program.

-Staff_members understand the school's planned

program, their individual responsibilities for

implementing it and how what ,they fits with

what others do. -There is cdviods commitment

/ to continued participation in staff develop-

'went activities and to applying the acquired

knowledge and skills.

I I

I I y
I I

I I

othenistrators, and support, staff (certified and classified) who are directly involved in

VOW
mupsawr
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Area of Investiption .

Increased skills and
knowledge

JAG

GUIDE FPR COLLECTING'INFORMATION ABOUT STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Primary source of information:
interview

What changes/refinements . have staff members
made in working with students as a result of.
,the staff development activities?

How are staff supported in implementing newly
learned techniques, materials, and/or!

strategies?

How are certified staff prepared to work within

Verifying sources of information:
observation/documents

Qbservation:

What effects of staff development
efforts are visible in the clar-
room; do' adults seem to have
sense of direction and progress in
staff development; do adults sedm
to had developed cooperative
relationships designed'to carry out

the cultural diffekences of students? Are the school's planned program?

student4 gifted.

exceptional needs,
taged students?

students, students with
or educationally disadvah-

Are they,prepared to guide the personal and ,

social development of each student as well as
to instruct in curriculumr-areas?

How do- the parents, community members and

other volunteers work with students? Are

their skills adequate? Is this consistent
throughout the classrooms?

How do instructional aides reinforce skills and
assist students with learning activities?'

What kinds of in-service training have certi-

fied staff sad others been given to enable them

to identify behaviors which may require

referrals.?

What An-service activities and ongoing assts -
tance are provided regular classroom teachers
to meet (he needs of students receiving special

services?

Documents: Review records of

staff, staff development activi-

ties, council Meetings; needs

assessment informationi 54mmunica-
tions to parents; evaluations of

staff development by staff; evalu-
ations of staff development iSple-
mentation in the clasiroomq SESR
comprehenske plan and/or PL 94-142

opportunitfes for staff develop-

ment. What kind of match exists
between th eds of the students
and staff expressed in the

school plan and the staff develop-
ment activities? Compare"the needs
expressed in the plan with what Is
being offered.
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Area of Investijation

Relationship to planned
program

WAR
IMILOP111115

Primary Bout-6e of information:
interview

How were -aides, council members, 'parents,

community members, and other- volunteers

involved im designing' their staff development?

What roles does the principal play in staff

development? The distiict2,

What is the overall plan for staff development

activities? (Consider frequency, time lines,

seluencing.) How does it relate, to the needs
off6taff to carry our the planned program?

What opportunities are there for staff to

discuse_sagether what they are trying to do and

the effect of what they are 'trying to do?

What kinds of opportunities are there for joint

teacher-aide in-service training? For joint

special education and regular education staff

development activities?

What are the procedures for articulation and

integration of skills and knowledge acquired in

staff development?

Do staff members and volunteers think that

staff development activities have been Useful?

How are council/committee members prepared to

fulfill their responsibilities? How effective

do they. think their preparation has 'been?

Do the support staff members (librarian, nurse,

speech and language specialists, and psychol6-

,gist/counselor, program specialist, etc.)

understand .their roles in implementing the

planned programs as described in school plan?

How helpful have staff development ,activities

been to them?

11-59

Verifying sources of information:
observation/documents
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AO.

'!'4 Area of:LnvestigatiOns

IN;
'Ipm pg staff

deva activities

'go

2

ce of Information: Verifying sources of Information:
40

in erview.. observation /documents

$

How has the school used its resources for staff
development? Are teachers and oxher staff

members encouraged to lead staff development
sessions?

What 'external resources has the school used
(e.g., teacher centers, professional deyelcip
ment centers, county, district, and SESR

resources, and the special education service
region)?

_

pow has ale school utilized its community/
parent resources? How-effectimely do staff f0P1
these resources have been used?

How do staff members
0
and pdministrative

personnel evaluate the effect of the staff

levelopment Itctilkities? 40

How are staff crevelopment evaluation
s 'e

results,

used? *

IP

4ik
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CPPORDNITIES FOR IMPROVING STAFF DEVELOPMENT

The statements, listed below indicate actions which may -have been or

need to be taken to improve the effectiveness, of your program. The

specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their

understanding of your program and their best suggestions for %hat your

next steps. might be to make your program more effective for students,

a. Identify the skills and knowledge needed to carry out the planned
ptogram, including-services for students with special

b. Assess existing skills and knowledge of staff, parents, camknity
members and bler volunteers workingoin the program through ongoing

evaluation. '
c, Determine the differencei between existing and necessary skills and

knowledge.

d. Set priorities for group and individual staff development activities

,e. Base,actlyities on the differences between existing and necessary

skills and knowledge of pairs, conftnity members, and athe1.

f. Involve the staff, parents, commtnity members, and others deter-

mining what their staff development activities should include and

how they would be Presented and by whorl.

Individualize activities to meet the varying needs of the staff.g
h. Allocate sufficient tine for staff development activities.

i. Utilize staff skilli' and talents for prOviding staff development

activities.

j. Use sch61, district, Progran-Dnprovement for Improving School

Consortia, SELPA, community, and other resources for staff

developmegt

k. I4orporate into stafi development ittivities ways
that the adults hive acquired and are using skills

presented.

E/S
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WM,

of confirming
and knowledge %

staff, and others at the school). The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with other

staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their

potential effectiveness for program improvement ,sand then decide how
your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be

used to incorporate them into your program. -

J

10.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

410
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THE EFFECT OF PARENT AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION ON INSTRUCTION

Parent and community participation is a broad
category that includes:

- Arent involvement in the classrooms and the total
school program

- keeptng parents informed about their children's
program and the school program, including the array
of services available to students with special
needs

- preparing parents and community to, assist in the
-school program

- providing opportunities for parents and other
community members to explore their interests in
areas related to 80nning, implementatiod, and
evaluattorr of the school 'program :

154'
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in- addition, the parents' of children receiving
special services are provided with infbrmstion,WhiCh
is pertinent to t needs of theif child/children. For
example, parents f".stpdents ItithAlexceptionel needs-
are informed appropriatel' SESR and community
resources. 4/

In evaluating how parent and community partici-
pation affect the instructional _program,. find out how
the school staff informs paiedtp about the program and
the day-to-day activities of4he students, how parents
are directly involved in thiir children's educational
experiences, and to what extent parents and other com-
munity representatives have been involved in ongoing
-planning and evaluation,.
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CRITERIA FOR JUDGING QUALITY

THE EFFECT CF PARENT AND CO44UNITY PARTICIPATION

411''-

The focus of this criterion is on the extent to which' parents and In applying this criterion'consider the effect of parent and community

other community members are knowledgeable about and support the school 'participation on instruction, check the box below that description.

program as well as the student's Tull. participation in school life.

There is evidence that fen parents and

community members have Understanding of or

commitmert to the whoa' program, their

students' progran, or the school plan anb

improvement efforts. Few are involved in

planning, implementation, or evaluation

activities. Few parents and community members

are aware of it they could-Ido personally to

support implementation of the planned program,

Including IEPs and BILPs. Involvement of

parents and %her members of thCznamminity is

infreqt.ent and sporadic and provides little

support to the instructional program or .to

efforts to implement the planned progran.

There is evidehce that school communications

have had little, if any, impact on enabling

parents and coTentnity members to understand

their studtrts' school progran and to support

than in their participation in school life.
a

S

For judgmants of quality between descriptions, check an appropriate
intermediate box.

There is evidence that most parents and Parents show enthusiam for and commitment to

caret pity memters actively involved with the the progran and improvement efforts: They are

school program understand and support it. anowledgeable about the school plan and, when

They are are of the school plan and, when_..., idqapropriate, the SESR Comprehensive Plan, ar

appropriate, the SESR Comprehensive Plan, and ' know where and how they can assist in irmple-

major thrusts for the year. Parents and

cammnity members riot actively involved. have

sane understanding of the program and ire-

aware of their children's day-to-day activi-

ties, including those specified in IEft,

BILPs,-. and, other. individualized learning

plans, but they have limited knowledge- of the

school plan or of specific efforts to improve

the program; they are generally rilt are of

what they Could do personally to support

implementation of the planned program. There

is evidence that parent and connunity activi7

ties both on- carpus and off carpus have ena-

bledsone parents and other connunity matters

to participate in the planning, implementa-

tion; and evaluation of the progran and to

support more fully their students'

participation in school life.

meriting the planned program. Parents and

other community members provide'a significant

source of support in implementing, the pr an

e.g., through workstudy, apprenticeships, c.

Parent and others community (members prov de

____44.gnificant support also ,to evaluating the

Planned program. Parents' Imiawledge of the

instructional program, including individual-

ized learning plans, IEPs, BILPs, and the

manner in which students are learning enaolet

the parents to support more fully,. their

students' full participation in school life.
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. W
GUIDE TO COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT PARENT AND CO

Area of Investigation

Communication to parents
and community

f

Primacy Source of Informati
Observation

ec
What avenues of communication are
ised to keep the parents and commu-4

nity aware of the school program?
Do the various means of communica-
tion present a coMple.te descriAtion
of the program, including all !ser-
vices available to students with
special needs? How understandable
Pare the communications to parents
and the community? Are the stan-
dard communications written in

plain, understandable language? Are
non-English-speaking /parents

contacted with materials in their
language? What responsibility does
the district assume for communica-
ting with parents? Is there a
regular newsletter, radio, or TV

program about the school's improve-
ment efforts? How well informed

are par is about acti-
vities af their chitti en? Do

parents understand the district
proficiency standards and their
purpose? Do they understand
requirements for graduation and
their son's or daughter's standing?
Do parents ofm4dpecial education
students understand the proficiency
standards set 'for their children
and how these standards compare t6
the standards for othek students?

t Awareness of student activities ,How do teachers report student.
progress? Are there periodic'
parent-teacher conferences? Are
there special conferences, when
unique situations'exist?

II-64

WON/
emassurrt,
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ITY PARTICIPATION

Verifying Sources of Information:
interviewsfdocuments ,

Look for 'evidence _ of parent
cillrencing in your interview witht

ers, 'guidance personnel,:-.

aides, librarians, principal, and
others.

Examine evidence in flies of news-
letters, notes home, grade report-
ing, systems, radio-TV scripts and
schedules; bulletins, back-07 .

school . night, guidance nights,
neighborhood meeting schedules, and
other Methods of communicating yith
the parents and community.
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Area of Investigation Primary Source of Information:
Observation

Involvement in the

inseructional program

Hqw are parents involved in plan-
ning and supporting students'

educational programs? ...How are par-

ents of special education students
involved in planning students'

IEPs?

Do parents understand
policy? What has bee
parent in the fora

newalirters,--, etc.?
expected to assist in
out? Do they assist?
the school depends

asalst?

the _homework
done to ,help

of classes,

Are they
carrying it
Do they feel
on them to

What.. are .the ,methods used to

involve parents and the community-

in the instructional program?; Who
is responsible? Is the program

effective?

How are patens and community rep-
resentatives used as instructors or

tutors? ,Special presentors? Do

they prepare materiels? Do they

serve as special aides?

How are' volunteers active- in
recruiting others W .paiticipate?
Are there sufficient volunteers to.
have alternates in SSC, SAC, PTA,

patent clubs (special interest)?

Are parents' and community represen-
tatives yell briefed and trained if

'necessar9 to carry out the assigned

tasks? Are .briefing and training

programs planned, scheduled, eval-

uated? Do parents. and community
have and opportunity to help plan
the briefings and training?

aI-65

Verifying Sources of Information:
intervises/documents

Discuss kith parents, patent

coordinator, prri4pal, community

participants.

Observe programs supported 3.by

parent and community participation.
4

161

Check staff developmelk schedules,

budgets documentation.



w
Area of Investigation

Instructional Activities

162,

Primary Source of Information:
Observation

Have parents and community repre-
sentatives been significantly
involved in the instructional pro-
gram? Has this involvement been a
deliberate part of the planAing?

Were parents and community inclUded
in that planning? Do students:
leave school for any of the

instruction? Are their community- -
based learning experiences in

addition to- work 'study programs?
Are community-based programs
available to all students includ-
ing, when appropriate,. . those,

receiving* special services? ,Are-

students, staff, and community all
included in evaluation and modifi-
cation? Are the community-based
experiences related to the skills
and concepts taught as part of the
school program?

Are there efforts to extend

community-based experiences
involving more representatives
business and industry with

school program?

11-66
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Verifying Sources of Information:
interviews/documents

Investigate work study prograp,
special programs, e.g:, cpmmunity-
based education. Interview
instructors, students, administra-
tors. Review documentation.
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GPFORTINITIES Fte IMPROVnt PARENT
.

The statements listed below Vindicate actions which may have been ;sr
need to be taken to improve the effectivenes& of your program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your prdgren and their best suggestions for chat your
next steps might be to make your prclgrarn more effective for students,

4.

a. Provide encouragement for parents and tother ccrmulity matters to
participate in the schodl progran; involve parents ff individuals
with except ion 'needsj in planning. and' reviewing IEPS.

A 8.

b. Sustain') invorOlsnant of parents and ether cawnLnity members by
prowl for their interests and concerns. CO

c. Identify and use talents; interests, and -knowledge of parents and
other comicality members in the instructional and sch3ol.activities.

I
d. Provide two-way pane- school comntnications regarding the student's-

dey- to-dey activities and the school program. -

(e.
Provide home-school c arint.nication in the language(s)- of the limited-
and non-English-speaking parents.

f. Provide opportunities for parents and other ccmnulity members to
express interests and needi for activities and to be involved in
plannblg them.
.

I '
Provide' cpportiiiitias, for ccrmx.nity and _business. leaders to
participate in the development of off-campUs learning experiences.

Encourage parent pirticipation in support groups for parents :of
students receiving special services (e.g., CAC, CAG, BAC, SAC).

g.

h.

NNW ,
11111111111111111

I

AN) CafilNITY PARSICIPATION

staff-and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC along with other sta
and parents should review these suggestions, 'tate/mine their potential
effectiveness for program improvement, and then decide how your ongoing
planning, translating and evaluation procflures will be uSed to
incorporate thenf into yo..kr ,progran.

*11-67

Selected Opportunities for Improving
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THE :EFFECT OF GUIDANCE, ON STUDENTS

The focus of this criterion is onthe,extent to
which guidance services 'provided the student are
assisting him or her to function successfully
school:

As used here the term' guidance refers to afl
activities, formal and informal, that provide adVice to
students about their personal, social, educational, and
career concerns. This advice *may be. provlded by
teachers,' ,administratoxs, peer advisors, patent or

4, community volunteers. 6

olle- assessing the effect of guidance on students,'
determine how .studentw' personal; educatival, and,

social needs are assessed; how 'the assessment infor7

gar-nation is used by teachers, guidance specialista,'.and
other advisbrs in creating and conducting instructional
programs_for students; what kinds of follow-up proce-
dures are beinglousedr and how the school end classroom
curriculum,- rganization, 'and environment havetgeen

166 ,

R,

(

I

I

modified to accommodate the peisonal; educational,
and social needs df each student.

In finding out how the needs of the students are
considered' in the developent of courses, extracurric-
ular activities, etc., and delivery of guidance :and
instructliont us, the, lnformatioW collected while
observing in the classrooms Una othet, areas the

school. Be sure( to include data from the schoo and

classroom -curiicillum as well as organization, d

environment. ,'Combine that data with that fron needs
,expressed in the 'plan and other information `provided
by tHe.staff. If 41 appearak4 working well for
the students,, verXf9.the. data- ,talking to selected
student, and staff. If if -appears that personal,

educational, and social- needs of all students are not
being pet, deternine*shat.has,been excluded in-plap-
ning or translating the, plan into action. Interview

the classroom teachers; the speciShr\education per-
sonnel, the support staff, arid* the principal and/or
?ther administrators)to learnmore about how effective
guidance services are.

11-68
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CRITERIA FOR 11WING QuALITY

THE EFFECT CF GUIDANCE ON STUDENTS

The focus of this criterion is on how effective guidance services are
in assisting Student's in cou selection and in providing advice on
personal, social, career, and Educational goals.

There is evidence that most students receive

little or no assistance with personal, social,

career, and educational concerns. Primary

responpibility for the development of a stu-

dent's course of study rests with the student

and his or her parents. Few students have

well defined personal,:career, and educational

goals. Few students understand how their cur-

rent course of study relates to their 'goals,

strengths, and'needsand to past and future

courses of study. The parents of most stu-

dents are informed of the student's progress

only through written reports and have little

personal Contact with the school. Students

'rarely turn to staff webers at the school for

personal, social, career, or edUcational

advice. Such advice is normally available to

students only once or twice a year unless the

student seeks it out. When; a student seeks

advice, he or she usually must wait several

Mays before talking with a staff member who

can provide advice. There appears to be no

formal policy for referral and assessment of

student with 'learning or enotional problems,

or, if theA is...one, few staff meters,

parents, or students are aware of it. Students

with personal or social problems often are nct

dentified until the problem; become serious.

S
allealke

Apply this criterion to judge the quality of the. program in terms of
the effect of guidance on students.

There is eviOnce that the student is planning

for the future in terms of forming personal,

career, and academic goals, and the relation-

ship between the student's program and the

achievekent of these goals is generally clear

to the student. Most of the students; includ-

ing those with special needs, LEP, special

education, Title I/StE, gifted and talented,

have an assigned staff member from wham they

can get timely advice and students general

use this resource and find advisors. general

,available and having needed information at t

time and prace convenient to the stu nt.

pStudents

with

if they request it or

tional, social, or pers al

problems receive

those problems become serious. Advice

career and educational goals is available

request or throuq.classes designed for t

purpose. The peNnts of most stucents_gia

generally informed of the. students' 'progress

on a regular basis through written reports and

personal

are

with the school. Most

students are fsniliar with how the school

operates (e.g., scheduling, registering for

classes, availability of learning 'options,

rules, etc.).

There is evidence that students hold high

expectations for themselves, have a realistic.

oictare of their personal strengths and intel-

lectual potential, and generally either know

%hat they want out of school and what' to do

after high schg; comfortableare with

their progress .defining their personal

career, and educational gopls. Students are

enrolled In courses consistent with their

goals, strengths, and needs. Advice on per-

sonal, social, career, and educational con-

cerns is available to students at times and

places most convenient to the student. For

each student there is a staff Renter at the
.

school who is "-personally familiar 'Ildfh the

student's goals, strengths, needs, and educa-

tional program and who regularly .reviews the

Student's academic progress and personal and

social growth. This staff member regularly (----

fr and, frequently discusses the student's aca-

demic progress and personal and social growth

with the student and with the student'S teach-

ers and parents when necessary. Students with

special needs or potentially serious problem

are' identified early and receive skilled help

before they become critical. Students are*

1familiar with how the school operates (e.g.,

scheduling, registering for classes, availabi- !39
11E), of learning options, rules, etc.)



Area of InvestAfation

\,

How guidance needs are asbessed

GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORHATWN ABOUT GUIDANCE.

Primary Source of Information:
Observation

How are personal, educational, an4
social needs of students identi-
fied? Does the school have a

written, comprehensive plan for

guidince based upon identified

student needs? How timely are the
assessment procedures? Do the

assessment procedures do more than
the minimum required by law'? If

so, are they for all students or
selected students?

Do students know to whom to go for
advice on ,educational, perbonal,
and social concerns? Are advisors

familiar with their advisees'

needs? .

Are advisors able to give 'Useful
advice in all areas? If,not, do
they know when, how, and to whom,
to make referrals?

Who is responsible for monitoring
individual student's progress

toward gtaduation requirements?

HoW is such information used to

provide guidance? Are students
aware of their standing with

respect to graduation requirements?
Are their parents?

How assessment infOrmation is gave objectiVes and implementation

used by teachers strategies for the instructional
program been developed based upon
identified student needs?

II 40

170

Verifying Sources of Information:
interviews/documents

Observe classrooms; interview

teachers, counselors, advisors,

psychologists, school nurse,

speCial education teacher, resource
specialists, program specl.alists,

etc., and students. Review selec-
ted guidance files; review communi-

cations to parents, students,

teachers, and others

171
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Area 9f Inveitigation

Follow-up procedures

a

0

Primary Source of Information: Verifying Souvces of Information:

Observation ,interviews/documents

What provisions are made for help-
ing students who are not making

ppropriate progress toward meeting

raduation requirements? Are stu-

dents, parents, advisors, and

teachers aware of these provisions?

How do the guidance specialists
work with teachers to ensure that
the learning environment supports

the needs of students? Their

career goals? Is there an esta-
blished referral process -for stu-
dent. who have special needs? Is

.the- process well understood by all

personnel? What have teachers done

to implement strategies to.accommo-
date the personal., educational, and
social needs of students? What

alternative programs are available?

'What kinds of guidance activities
are included _in the students'

curriculum? What relationship
exists between these activities and
the needs of studsnts as identified
in the plan and-'ihe assessment of
student need?

How are parents informed of the

'student's personal, educational,

and social needs? Is a language

they understand used in these

ommunicatioos? Are parents made
aware of resouices available in the

community, such as diagnostic or

counseling centers? Are such
re

resources used to assist students
when needed?

11-71
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Area of Investigation Primary Source of Information:
Observation

What follow-up 'procedures are used
at the -school? Do visors wdrk
with -identified students on an
ongoing basis in the classroom? In

group or individual sessions?

. 174
O

Do the specialists confer together
about individual students? Are

subject matter teachers included in
these conferences? Is the

principal? Are the parents?

11-72

Verifying Sources of Information.:
interviews/documents ,

1.75



CPPRCRTUNIJIES FCR IMMO/06 GUMANCE

i

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have been or
need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of your program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers . reflect 'their
understanding of your program and their best suggestions for what your
next steps might be tolnake your program more effective for students,

a. Establish a guidance program, based on Retitled student reeds and
Adth expected student outcomes, which is the responsibility or the'
total school staff.

- b.- Establish or modify the guidance program to ensure that activities
routinely reach every student without the student having to seek
them out.

c. Assign to every 'student an advisor (instructional staff member,
support staff member, parent volunteer, peer, etc.) who is familiar
with the student's goals, strengths, needs, and progress as well as
his or her personal and social development.

.d. Allocate time in each adviou's day for him or her to be available
at times and location convenliwt to students.

e. Provide sufficient professional guidance staff to assist with
diagnosing and remediatiAg severe learning, emotional, and social
problpms.

N f. Provide staff development and resources for advisors to enable them
to furnish accurate information and timely advice to students
regarding learning options, career opportunities, and other needed
alas.

Q. POWVide students and parents with accurate and timely information on
entrance requirements for postsecondary education and minimum
academic requirements for career training opportunities.

h. Establish procedures for each advisor to review his or her advisee's
progress in meeting his or her educational goals and school
proficiency and graduation requirements.

1. Establish procedures for identification and servicing students with
personal, social, or emotional problems.

J. Use follow-up studies of students tosaPireke changes in educational
t_ program and to encourage stucants to select courses which are

challenging, yet appropriate to the student's educational goals,
interests, eeds, and ways -of learning.

k. Use parents In assessing the guidance needs of students and
implementing appropriate strategies.

176 1.
idgaAggreoHunzling as one strategy in delivering an effective

m. Oovide guidance information to LEP students and their parents in
their primary language.

n. Arrange for pupil personnel services staff to provide direct assis-
tance to teachers in modifying the environment of instructional
activities for blOividuel students in light of their particular
needs.

O. Establish procedures and communication channels among instructional
moms staff, those serving as student advisors, and guidance personnel to

create link between the student's instructional program and
guidance activities.

S

.1%

staff and others at thachool. The SSC/SAC/BAC along with other st
and parents should rev these suggestions, determine their potent
effectiveness for prorgram improvement, and then decide how your o
planning, ,translating and evaluation procedures will be used to
incorporate them into your prograin.

1-73

Selected Opportunities for Improving
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THE EFFECT OF HEALTH SERVICES i

4) The foglip of thide! criterion is -131/1 the exrene to

which health ' service; 'provided the student are
assisting , him pr hir to function 4, successfully

school.

,

c6."14'

whenlvthey' are included, ,in 1' the school -plan at4
assessment. limited toothone areas of health in which

the ,ffect of health setcicei-lihqufdscinly be assessed
For the purposes of,// an external program rev iete,

.

cons011dated'application.funds are expanded.

%-, -.
g

In assessing the effectof health activities on the
Sinstruct4on'Ult the students4:,, you will be, finding out'

how students' emotional, mental, 'and physicrtVen
isoneeds` -are 'assessed, how the assessment info

used in instruction, what kinds of foilowTfip prpte4ures.
are

fi

being used, and how the ' classroom,

40

'

920

178

-.

a.

curriculum, organization, and environment have been
accomiodated to tIg health needs .of he studehts. ,

.In finding:Our how the emotional, mental, and
physical health needs of 'the-students are reflected
in the delivery of 'instruction, use.tho 4eumatiop
you collected While observing An the clas om and
other areas of the school. . Be sure to. include what ..

youleve-nbserved of the classroom curriculum as welt
as classroom organization aqienviroomApt. Combine
;hat' ,information with what,' you -know from needs

expressed in the plan.and other information provided
-you by the staff at the pchodl. If all appears to be
working well for the students,_verifyyour information
by talking to selected stoddits and adults. If it

appeare'Ehat the emotional, men69,0 and phylical

health seeds of all students are not being met, you
will need to find otrwhat is not working.

0".
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N/ cg,ITERIA ?DR JUDGING QUALITY

f
, 'THE EFFECT 7 HEALTH SERVICES*

The focus or this criterion is on how effectively the *alth services Apply this criteriqp to judge the quality of the program
provided the student are meeting the student's needs. the effect of the health services- on students.

. .

There is evidence that many health needs of
students are not being reiediated or accom-
modated. Assessment of needs is limited and
cursory and/or these is little follow-up.

r Resources available lk the school and SES13
have not beep explore8 and/or are not being
effectively iised.. Specialist support staff
provide little ongoing assistance to students;
teachers frequently receive _little health
infooration about' their students, Ivor do "they
receive direct assistant or in-service train-
ing to help then work SO' the students with
health needs in their ciassroan. There is

e. no evidence of -a' heatth educal ion program and/
a, or classes .41 ich. would enable the students to .

take care. of their own health needs.
Generally, parents receive notice of their
children's health. Seets,. but follow-up is

.spore)ic rather than' rout irie.
.

e

ihere is evidence that most of the identified
health needs of Ow students are being met,
although screening procedures in some areas
are not timely and/or they are
Follow-up activities are being carried oot
renediate needs, wherever possible and/Or to
increase cooing skills of students with health
prvillems. Many of the resources of the
school,, SESR, and community are -bein§ used for
follow-up; sore available resources are not
being tapped and /of used as fully as possible.
The specialist. sopport,..staff provide ongoing
assistance tb students and share -important-
health information with instructional 'staff;
the information is frequently used as a basis
for altering the curriculum, organization, and
environment for the students in order to
accommodate their specific needs. Parents are

informed of their children's health needs,'ani
the school, a4k, needed; provides information
regarding resources available for
follow-up servjices.

in terms of

There is evidence that the healttl needs 'df the
students are being met; the identification of
needs, is based on appropriate and timely
screening of auditory, visual, dental, phys-
ical, and 'speech needs. Follow-up activities
haVe been ,successful in rernectiatirg needs)
(wherever possible) and in increasing skills
to. cope with. health problems. All available
school, SESR, and community resources have
been identified and are being effectiVely used
for., follow-up and for .enhancing the health
student's; the curriculum, organizatiOn, and

errvirorment of the classrocms hay! been rrodi- 4,1"

fied to accommodate the specific health needs
of the students and enables then td take care
of their oin health need Specialist support
staff provide, ongoing., assistance to students
with -identified needs, to classroom teachers
as they work with these.students, and to the
students' parents.

IP
181

1 HIGH II

*
. a

.
.

16,hri.7--ffec:t of health services should be assessed only when included in the schdol plan, anl the assessment shocIld be limited to those areas of,
. dr 'health services in *filch applixation funds are expended.
. k ,

.
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT HEALTH SERVICES

Area of Investigation

How health needs are assessed

e

How health assessment information
used by teachers .

Follow -up; procedures that are ,used

-.

.7--82991

Op

Primary Source of ,Information_:

Observation

How are emotional,, mental, and

physical health needs of stud;nts

identified? What health areas are

assessed?

Who does the
specialist?
Both?

assessment? A'health
The classrooi teacher?

A

How timely voil the assessment prop:-

cedures? Do the assessment proce-
dures do more than the minimum
required by law? If so, ere they
for all students or_lor,selected
students? Is the extension beyond
the 'legal minimum in responWto
needs expresied in the school

plan/SESR yombrehensive Plan for

Special Educationiol.

How are teachers informed about

students' health needs? How
sreteachers-kept current with
.changing health needs?

Hold 'do teachers ensure that the

learning environment supports' the

identifled health needs of the

students?

How are parenrs. informed of their
's health needs? -Is a

la uitge they_-understand used in

,the e communications? Are -parents

de aware of resources available
t commdnity, such as disgnos-

c or coOnseliOtt centeraZ Are

ch resources uied to remediate
student health problems? .

11-76

c

. 4

AtiVerifying Sources of Information:
\_ ineerviews/documents

Ta the School nu re, the

language, speech, and health
specialists, the counselor, or

psychologist .as necessary to

develop a More complete picture of
the health needs at the school and
the means used by the staff to meet
thoSe needs. Talk tothe classroom
teachers, special eddtationperson-
nel, prograi Specialists, and the
principal and/or other administra-
tors 'to-lear 'more about how effecr

1;tive these ppat services are.

t
, 4 a

1

au.
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- .4 -

Area of Investi ation

.4

400

4.

_.
. \ .

. Primary Source of information: Verifyins Sources of FhPormation:
interviews/documents

4Observation

What ifollow7up procedures.- are used

at the school? Are students with

id tified health needs rechecked? ".

Do the Raft dealtng with health
needs confer together about

individual student's? Arc the

principal apd the parents inkluded
in these conferentii?

V

"04

185
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CPR:Final T IES FNIPROVIPG HEALA4.-NSERVICES

The stet sted below indicate actions which mey.have been or
need to be t to improve the effectiveness of your program. The

specific opportunities selectee- by the ieviewersageflect their

tnderstanding of your program and their beit_suggestios fdr griat.your
next steps miptftbe to make your program more effective for students,

VS

.ft\
a. Establish and use procedures for screening, referral, and follow-up

of student'health needs (auditory, visual, dental, physical, speech

and language, and other health needs).

X4 Implement follow-up procedures for the purpose of remeteating or

increasing coping skills and/or accommodating needs within the

clessrook

*c. Provide health education instruction, including 'Itlf-awareness,

coping action, and decision asking.

d. Use health assessment information in the classroom to modify

curriculum, organization, and environment to meet individualdstudent

needs.

.e. Ensurelhat parents and teachers,knir the health' needs of individual

students.

.f. IdentifyIdentify and use 'wend)* state; federal, district/SESR, and

community resources to meet needs for health servides7
4

Q. Provide health assessment information to LEP students and their

parents in their primary language.

116 Allopete aistriet/SESR/schaol resource for providing health servicts

end developing curriculum.

S

186

staff and others at the school. The /1AC/BAC along with other staff
and ;events should review' these s tions, determine their potential

Manning,

for program improvemen , and then decide how_yourongoing
tanning, tramslatirg and evaluation procedures will -16 use) to

incorporate them into your program. .

11..78

4

Selected Ctportunitieefor Improving

4_
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THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON INSTRUCTION: DISTRICT SUPPORT

9

Thip criterion focuses
1
n how effectively the

district is supporting the s of in its efforts to
improve the planned program folk- students.

, *
In reviewing district support of the school's

improvement efforts,. examine two areas: how the
district supports instruction directly (e.g.,

allocation of resource specialists, development of
proficiency standards, development of referral

procedures, curriculum development activities) and
how the district supports instruction indirectly

(e.g., assistanh. with staff development, training
for school site council or school adivsory council
members, community advisory "tommittee, and other
activities). Remember,4district support includes .

only those efforts of personnel from the district
offices it does not/ inerude, the efforts' of'those
personnel who work at tke school every'day. -

ft. 4,

llook for policies and procedures that the

'district has established to provide leadership to
its schools as well as action the district has taken
in carrying out such policies and procedures. Relate
what has been learded about district support to what
has been stated in the school plan. While many of
the policies and procedures which the district uses
to guide schools in school improvement efforts are, 'OIL

: i '4"
. .-

188

contained'in Part I of the District Master Plan for
School Improvement, these are not the only - -policies

or the only means by which the district provides
leadership and direction to its schools. Be alert
to other means of communication- -other policies and
procedures set by the school board, administrative
procedures., and the historical "everyone knows

that . . ." traditions. Dete'rmine what impact such

leadership efforts have had. Note the polities and
procedures governing special education services,in
the local district.

11-79

Much of the fact - finding 'regarding the effect
of district support will be covered during assess-
ment of the preceding support items. Direct

evidence-will be .gathered through inteAriews with
district and school personnel.

Question the staff, the principal, and district
staff to find ,out Oat the District does to support
pile school program and how helpfigi that support has

been in carrying out th'e progran1P To find out how
effective , such actions we& Use information

gathered during classroom observations and from con-
vepations with school and district staff.

189
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CRITERIA FOR 1J0GING QUALITY

THE EFFECT OF DISTRICT SUPPCRT

This criterion focuses on haw effectively the district is supporting Apply this criterion to judge the qualitcof the program in terms of

the.school .in its efforts to improve the planned program for the the effect of district support for the school program. Consider those '

students. ,
.

district services provided through regular district funds as well as
those provided by 'special funding.

District policies 'and procedures to guide

and support the schools either have net been

defined by,the district or are UNknolon to this

school. The district strategies to 'assist

the school are vague or stated in very general

terms art encompass few of the resources

available to the district. The strategies

were not planned, jointly by the school and

district . and, therefore", show little

relationship to the specific objectives,

needs, and Priorities of the school. Efforts

to guide and support the school have had

lttle impact on the school's efforts to

improve its program.

E/S

LON II
f

Distilct leadership and support to the school,

as deflped through policies, procedures, and

assistance strategies, are known to council/

committee members and to sane richer staff and

parents at the school. The district's assis-

tance.to theSCh301 coordinates and uses many

of the district, camnunity,- and SESR resources

available to:the district and assistance in

curriculum improvement and staff development

is generally consistent with the school's

objectives; needs, and priorities. The disA.

trict's implementation of these policies,

assistance strategies, has helped the school

make progress toward improving its program for

students.

41.

District leadership and support to the school,

as defined through policie*, proCedures, and

assistance strategies, is well known to the

coLneilicannittee staff and parents at the

school. Jointly planned by the council/

carmAtee, school staffs and district staff,

district assistance, including assistance in

curriculum improvement and staff development,

is basedcn the Wlobls' needs, objectives,

and priorities and effectively coordinates and

uses available 'district, community, SESR,

state, and federal. resources. The 'district's

timely and effective Implementation of its,

policies, procedures, and assistance has

contributed significantly to the school's

capability to respond to students' needs and,,

interests and has resulted in a high degree of

commitment to and expectations for SUCCeSS in

improving the program for the students.
4
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w
Area of Investigation

GUIDE`FOR COLLECTING LAMINATION ABOUT DISTRICT

'Primary source of information:
interviews

COmmunicationamong How well-knotn are the communication channels
district and school between the district and the school?

District support
strategies and

activities

-swam Use of resources

19,2.

How :well understood by the staff' is the direcr
tion established by the district for school

improvemeht, bilingual education, compensatory
education, and, so forth?

How well understood by the staff-is the direc-
tion established by the SESR for special
education and related instructional services?

What kinds of support do the staff and,

principal' receive in carrying out established
district directions and policies?

Are efforts to imprOve'ihe program for 'Title I/
SCE, 'LEP, special education, and gifted stu-
aenti seen as sepirate from the regular school
program?

What kind of inpu; does the school have In the
design of district strategies and activities?

What district activities:00 support strategies
are being impleme *t ? Whit future activities
or support straf es,are being planned by the
distriCt?

;

In what ways does the district support the

school in, p.lanning, Ipplementing, and evalu-

ating the school program?
)

How appropriate,are support strategies
needs, priorities, and objectives of the
program?

to the.

school

What kind: of tsources are beini1 used to

support the impro okra process at the school?

How are these resources coordinated?
I

TT-81

SUPPORT

Verifying sources of information:'
observation/documents

.

Observation: Look for evidence of
district support in the classroom.
Does the school receive district
help, in curdliculum "development?

Health and guidance? Evaluation?
Planning? ILP, tb development and
implementation? Staff develdbment?

r

DoeUments: Dlstrkct master
proficiency) standards,
policies procedures;

development' records,
minutes, the school plan,'

1193

plan,
and

staff

council
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, .

The statements listed below indicate actions ,OliCh mey have been or
heed to be taken to improve lthe effectiveness of yourprogram. The

specific Oppcatunities. seletted by. the reviewers reflect their

understanding of your progmam and their best suggestions for chat your
next steps might bd to make your program more effective for students,

CPPORTINITIES D4 OVI

a. Determine %hat policies, procedures, ,andstrategies are needed to

guide and support program improvement 'efforte.,Modify existing

engictetions/directives/strategies accordingly,.

b. Identity current charmers of conmunication viiic6 convey information

accurately and reliably among administrators, 'governing board;

and the school.

c. A'rhtlge for staff development to ensure full Understanding of

important istues, and concepts communicated from the, district level

to the school, especially those related to Ipplicablellaws and

regulations; consolidated epplioition,progr at the'school, and

policies and reficedures contained -in the ct master plan.'

Arrange for carricultst and/or staff'de,

needed for implementirip.the planned prog

d.

,

e.

f,

assistance as
f

'

Assess the effectiveness of current.cas

and identify resources never' before yliii

t --
Request district/SESR sapport'lbrvices, appropriate to the school

program.
..ve

g. Mbrk with the, district office as you determine your Objectives,

n4ds, and priorities for the caning year, and jointly plan 'hat

when resources areineeded to meet these objectives and-needs.

E/S

ces to the sch604f:

PG DISTRICT SIPPCR1

staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with other

staff and parents , s d review these suggestions, determine their

potential effectiveness pr program Improvement and then decide how

your ongoing planning, ransleting, and evaluation procedures will be

used to inc rate into your program.

4'

f

II -82

Selected Opportunities for Improidng

<

`N.
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D. THE EFFECT OF THE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

'This Section includes two area of review the

effect of. the ,SchOol Site fCouncil/School Advisory

Council /Bilingual Ad4isory Committee (SSC/SAC/BAC), and

the effect' of planning, translating the,- plan. into

action, and evaluation. These two areas include the

methods or procedures used to improve or maintain the
quality of education provided for studenti% Together,
they constitute the improvement process'. in 1-eviewl

the work of the SSC /SAC /BAC and in finding out about
;planning, translating, and evaluating activities, the

support are the way they are and what might be changed
in the improvement process to increase iand/or maintain
the effectiveness i of instructional and support

activities.

The information_ collected investigating "The Effect
of ,Instruction on St dents" and "The Effect of Support

ion Instruction" bec o s the base for investigation into
this'section, "The Effect of the4Improvement Process."
The effects of the improvement process shOuld be

observable in the planned program, in' the classrooms,

in the wayseAn which people work together, and in the
program modifications identified by the school

(
community.,

.

Reviewing the quality of planning and
actually ,begins with a review of the school
However, the process of planning and evaluation
static - -it is evolving, changing, and dynamic.-

evaluation
plan.

is not

196.

_
The

'I .

reviewer can see the effe4s of, the planning. ;kW

evaluation ,procedures that extend well beyond the

written plan. , The reviewer can develop an under-

'standing of previous use of the procedures-, through

interviews and can assess the effects of the ongoing

procedures through observation', interviews, and

documentation.

Between planning the prograi and doing what has
been planned 'are the crucial activities which translate'

-ideas into action. These activities include communi-
cation, ollaboration, and -mutual support .among staff
and others at the school; definition of roles and

-responsibilities; appropriate personnel assignments;

reallocation of time; scheduling; coordination and

sequencing of activities; space allotment, ordering of
needed supplies;.and program monitoring.

11-83

Throughout this'section, it is important for the
reviewer to recogniie the type of planning and trans-
lating and, evaluation 'procedures that have evolved at
the school. The procedures may be very formal, -quite
inforial, or have elements. of both. They -may involve

all personnel to the same degree, some personnel in a
concentrated way, or only a few people. Whatever the

types of procedures, the reviewer's task is to find out
how well they have worked to produce a program that
meets tge needs of the students, staff, and parents.

a
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THE EFFECT OF THE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS: SCHOOL SITE COUNCIL/SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL/BILING4L ADVISORY COMMITTEE

This criterion focuses on how effective the

SSC/SAC/BAC, have been in carrying out their responsi-
bilities within the improvement process at the school.

In judging the effectiveness of the council/
committee in planning, monitoring, and modifying the
school program, the reviewer' will use information

I

198

v

L

derived thtough observing the effects of the planning
process on support activities and on instruction; _from
interviews with' staff, parents, and council/committee
members; and frau documents, such'as4sembership rosters,
minutes, and agendas. Evidence collected will include
not only the work of the council /committee, but also
what others in the school community know` and how they
feel-abou the work of the council / committee.

11-84

A
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_CRITERIA FOR JUCGING QUALITY

THE EFFECT CF THE SOCOL. SITE COUNCIL /SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL/BILIGUAL ADVISORY 0144ITTTEE

This criterion focusesOrf how effedtive the SSC/SAC/BAckhave been in
carrying out their functions of planning, monitoring, and modifiing the
school program.

MeetingS of the SSC/SAC/PAC have been in
guent and /or poorly attended; consideration
school cormknity groups' points of view rkien

assessing needs, establishing priorities, and
determining directions for the program has
been limited. The work of the SSC/SAC/BAC
generally is not known; the members do not see
their work as important to the school program;
little is being done to encourage other
parents and staff to participate in the work
of,the coincil/ccmnittee. In developing the
school plan, only a few- key staff members on
the cancil/cownittee were involved. Carrnu-

nication among the various councils/cOrrnittees
is limited; each plans separately. Council

members demonstrate little knowledge of, or

ccranitment to, the planned progran and are
general ly not aware of the steps being taken
to translate the planned program Into act ion.

2.00

E/S

LON

- .

Apply this criterion to judge the Quality_ oT the,SSC/SAC/BAC in teams
of their ef%ct on the improvement process at the school as well as the
,school program.

,*

In regular meetings; usually" well attended by
SSC/SAC/BAC .merrbirs, points., of view from

several groups in the school ccrant.nity are
considered when assessing needs, establishing
priorities, and determining directions for the
program. The work of the SSC/SAC/BAC is
generally known; the members and sane' other
staff and parents see the council /committee's
work as important. Other staff and parents
are encouraged to participate in the work of
the council /committee; e. g. , planning and

monitoring the program. The ciouncil/corrnittee
serves as a form for discussing t. deVelop-

ment of the school plan, includi budget,

and has been somewhat active in reviewing
implementation of 'the program and determining
needed modifications.° Each coLncilicartnittee
is generally informed about the major deliber-
ation's or recomencations of the others.

,
Council members' and some other star (_and
parents are 'informed about* and demonstrate
carrnItment to the planned program. Awareness
of steps being taken to translate the planned

program into action varies fran high to very
limited.

11-85

In regular, well-attend* meetings of SSC/SAC/
aqc points 'of view from all groups in the

-school ccrmknity have been actively considered
%hen assessing needs', establishing rtrioritieS,
and determining directions for the programs.
The cotil/ccmnittee has been successful in -

involvi other staff, parents, and cOmunity
members ih its work. The leadership of tis.
council /committee during the development of

the school' plan, including the budget, and

during continuing review and 'wodificatiorl of

the program has resulted in increased cownit-

ment to the successful implementation of the
Planned program by other staff and parents at
the school. Ccmnulicat ion and coopirat ion
Wrong the different councils /committee has

contributed to a well-integrated progre
students., Cotincil rreffbers-
strate a rail level of

ccamitment to the planned pr,
are well are of the steps being talon to
translate it into action.

others demon-
lege of and
am, and they

emlwftim

1 1 1 lw ti
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE SCHOOL `COUNCILS /COMMITTEE

Areas of Investigation

Selection of embers

ti Primary source of information:
interviews

How were the- members 'selected? How

vacancies filled?

are

How 'representative of the parents in the

community are the parent members? Did the

selection process provide an //opportunity for all
interested parents and stafrto become members?

Hopi representative of the staff are the staff

members?

Preparation of members What in- service training did members receive

about the purpose of the council/committees and
what their responsibilities are?

Hoy well do the members understand the purpose
al the requirements of ' special funding

sources receivedby the school?

What other in- service training did they receive?
Who piesented it, and how was it presented?

How were decisions ;le regarding the kinds of

in-servicctraining4presented?

Functioning of the council/ How often are meetings held? WO well-attended

committee, are they? How representative of the school

population arethose who regularly attend the
meetings?

IllanaCtleaC

202

What kinds of support services are provided to
the council (e1/11, translation services '..tor LEP

pltrents, scheduling and notice of meeting times,

provision of baby-sitting service, and

communications about the meetingsl?

11-86

Verifying sources of information:
observation/documents

Observation and exploration with

schobl staff and parents: Does the
council or, committee seem to be

representative of its constituent

community? Does the SSC include
parents, of Audents),receiving
special services, (gifted and

talented, LEP, Title I/SCE

students, and . students with

exceptional needs)?

Document: Selection procedurei,

TOTITIaricommittee agendas/minUtes/
by-laws attendance sheets, communi-

cations between schol and home,

school caimun4ty descriptions, and

announcements of , elections/

selections

203
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Areas f Investigation

204

44,

4,

-...46(

'Primary source -,of Information:

interviews ,

How are,meetingaconductdd?Who sets the agendas?

Do the agendas reflect the concerns and inter-
esti of the school- Community? Di the by-laws
and operational procedures facilitate the .con-
duct of the businey of the council /committee?

. ,\.
.

.

How do the counells/commmittee keep.members of
the school . community (arents and staff)

informed above the school program ,hl ? % .,

.- .

Row do parents end _staff members -Inform' the
cduntils/commitiee of their concerns, or desires

for the tobnol program?f
, - -t

Host are the' members kept inforwted about What iwv

happening in,the school progreil, and how well'it

is working?:

Howre the members involved in developing the
plan, in determining desired student outcomes,
in assessing needs and setting objectiVes., in

developing basic appyoaches orstrategies, and
in designing evaluation procedures?

4.
gowl'iare members involved in ongoing planning, in
monitorIng.tlie program, and in milting. decisioSs

about what should be modified and how? Hbw do ,

the members involve others in the planning.

process? 41,

How do the different councils /committee work
together in designing, implementing, and moni-
toring the planned program? 4

the district supported theIn what ways has

council/committees?

How- effective do

believe - they have

responsibilitie%7

council/committee medbers

bee, in fulfilling their

How effective do the parents and staff members
believe the council/coemittee,hiVe been?

1.

Verifying sources of Information:
obdervation/documents.

'"C-

,

5'
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CPPORT(N ITIES.FCR IMPROVING THE SCHOOL SITE COUNCIL/

StH031 ADVACRY COUNCIL/BILINGUAL ADVISORY CbMMITTEE

IMP

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have teen or
need to be taken to Improve the effectiveness of your program. The

specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program and their best suggestions' for what you
nest steps might be to make your program wore effective for student ,

a. Provide in-service training so that each member understands:

. The purpose of the SSC'SAC/84C and his or her responsibilities
as a member.

- How to carry out his or her responsibilities for planning the
. program.

f'

HOmItto work with other coLncils/comdttees.

The purpoSe and requirements of each of the special funding
sources received by the school through the consolidated
application

b. Verify that individual SSC/SAC/icA.mesiers are thoroughly familiar
with the school plan, including services for students with special
needs, the budget, and the planned day-to-day operation of the
program.

c. Establish or extend communication and collaboration among the

various 00u-rolls/committee (including the 'Community Advisory

Council).

d. Involve parents and staff members Who are not members of thp
council(s) in the work of the group(s).

e. Involve each member in determining how the SSC/SAC/BAC functions.

f. Ensure that agendas and activities reflect the concerns df the
school-community

g. Provide-services to support attendance of members and guests such
as:

- ScCedulin0 of meeting times

1.

to accommodate the personal
schedules of parents and staff

- -Tranalation;hvices for limited- Or homEnglish speaking
. parents. -

h. Solicit CAC advice on issues related to special education.
,:ealMalleame

'-

)

E/S

206
11-88

4

staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with other'
staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness for program improvements and then decide how
your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be,
used to incorporate them into your program.

-0

Selected Opportunities for Improving

1.1

a
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1 1 2
THE EFFECT OF THE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS; 4q.ANNING,. TRANSLATING THE PLANNED PROGRAM INTO ACTION AND EVALUATION

. _ ,

This criterion focuses -on ,how effective the

if

planning, translating, and !value on ----procedures used

by the staff addr%parents at the, col have been in
developing and maintaining' a program responsive to the
student and program needs.

In judging the effects .of planning, translating
the plan into action, and 'evaluation, use evidehce
collected while reviewing the plan; the instructional
program, and support services. In .gathering

information about planning, and evaluation, consider the
school plan, the process- of ,planning and evaluation

that led to the developpent ,of the plan, and the

ongoing planning and evaluation activities.

The structure of the schOol's ongoing-planning and
evaluation process is not as critical as the

effectiveness of- the process, its impact on the

learning. of students, and the involvement of personnel
at the school site.

_a,,The process may be formal, informal,, or both. It
mayWinvolve. component committees, _total staff, or

representative.geoups of the councils as the forum for
decision making. Whatever the form, the process should
include the following, in 'order to stain maximum
effect:

\I
4 Understanding by all personnel of the consoli-

dated:program purposes and requirements

Agreement on goals and expectations

Agreement on the program designed to reach
and expectations ,

Understandingof roles and responsibilities
Plill./1111111/11VAL.

s-82991 208'

Allocation of resources need to translate the
plan into action

An ,ongoing planning process ,N

An evaluation design

Use of evaluation information_form(3difidation
and, refinement of the program

Once a ,plan is written, the cycle of translating
the plan into action, qngoing planning and evaluation
begins, moving to replanning:- to modification, and
again to translating, the- modification into action. It

is ,a continuous, -year-roUnd. process involving all

personnel concerted wiCh the Inetruction of students.

Translation activities should involve everyone
included in the planned program. Talk tirstaff members
about how the communicate with each other; OVTbey
work together; the kinds of support they reqeiye from

-11e0 other, the administrators at the school, the

strict office; how they know what they 'are to-at, in
carrying out their part of the'plan6ed ffograt; and so
forth. Talk to the principal and other administrators
about how assignments are made, roles are defined,
translakion activities are s- supported,: the

implementation 2f the planned program is monitored,
deCisions are Ade, and problems are' solved, and to
arth.

The reviewer moves back and'iorth hetween the
planned program and the implemented program. in order to

goals understand interrelationships between planning and

translating ihe.plan into action; that is, what people
have done, are doing:. and will 'do the make the plan
become a reality. .

-

11-89



CRITERIA FOR JUDGING QUALITY

THE EFFECT OF FLAMING, TRANSLATING THE PLAN INTO ACTION, AND EVALUATION

Thii criterion focuses on how effective the planning, translating and
evaluation procklures used by the staff and parents at the school hall
been in developing and maintaining a program responsive to student ar

program needs.

The planning, translating, and evaluation

procedures used by each Council or ,cam dttee

and other Staff and parents at.the school are

unclear or little is known about then% There

is little agreement on gpals and expectations

for studepts or on whet the school- progren

sHould dEcomplish anti how. Few 4f those

involved in carrying out the plan can describe

how their roles and responsibilities fit into

the planned program, nor do the daily

activities of Most of the staff and parents

relate to carrying out the planned program.'

There is lack of commnication, coordination'

and cannitnent to improving the school program

as planned. Procedures for ongoing planning

and evaltatiothave not been ,defined and there

is little anticipation among'parents and staif

members of developing such - procedures this

year.

E /S
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jr
Apply this criterion to juOge the quality of the improvement process
terms of the effect of pAanning, translating, andkvaluetion activities
on, the planned program.

The planning, translating and evaluation

procedures used by the council/committee mem-

bers have led to general agreement among the

council /committee members .about student, and

prOgram needs and about it should be accom-

plished and how; other. staff and parer$s

involved in the program generally understand

What those agreements are and are supportive

of them. Most of the day-to-day activities of

people at the school are in response to the

Planned program. While people involved in

individual areas of the planned program know

the goals and expectations far students Within

their areas, and what their individual respon-

sibilities are, only same of the people at the

school are .well informed about the whole range

of goal4; expectations and responsibilities in

the plan and how what they do fits in with

what others do. Procedures for ongoing plah-

ning and evaluation are defined but infre-

quently used. Modification to planned activi-

ties sometimes occur primarily in response to

ire staff's operational problems rather than

In responte to observed- effects of the

-instructional program on students.

4

The planning, translating, and evelustion.p#0=

cedures used by the council /committee and

other staff and parents have led to a high

level bf agreement about student and program

needs, about what should be accomplished and

how. Staff' and parents are workingtogethsr.to

implement the prograWas Oared and the day -

to7day activities of the people at the school

are those envisioned in the punned progran.

Everyone involved in carrying out the prcpram

understands the overall'intent of the program

improvement efforts, Whet their individual

roles and responsibilities are, What must be

done to cairy out those respondibilities and

how their responiibilities relate to what

others are doing or will do. (bpd communica-

tion, coordination and mutual support are

obvious. Ongoing planning and evaluation pro-

cedures are_known to all involved in the pro-

gram and routinely used. Modifications of

planned activities are made in response to the

observed effects of planned instructional

activities on student and observed effects of

support activities the instructional

program.

NIGH
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CHIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT
11,

PLANNING,'.TRANSLRTING

AZ of inveiptigstion

Agreement about the
planned 'program

A

a

Primary source of information& .

interviews .

How have staff and parents been ',Iiovolved in

planning? Who was involved?

How did the planners inform others about the

planned program? How did,asthey. get others'
input in pla7Ting? How was this Input used?

How were agreement, about 6thts planned program
reached? -How widespiead ate:the agreements?

What process is used. when° there is a lack of
agreement? k Ate/informal ae well as formal dis-
cussions of problems or solutions encouraged?

How well do personnel responsible for plahnini
and implementing the planned program underitand
the purposes and requirementsof the Consoli-
dated Application/5ESR programs et the school?

What in -sepfce training for planning and eval -
uatidn was provided the staff and the cduncil/
committee?

Understanding roles and lkiw are responsibilitties for the various parts
responsibilities of the planned program determined?

How well do people understand their own roles
and responsibilities? DID they understand the
roles and responsibilities of. others?

How well do they unders;a4 how their activi-
ties and .responsibilities relate to what others
do?

.

Now haye 'tiff been prepared to learn, under-
stand, and accept the roles and responsibili-
ties of their,jobs?

mO.

21:2

11-91

THE PLAN INTO ACTION
1

Verifying sources qf- information:
observation/locuments

Observatios: Is,there an atmosphere
of communication.and_c011aboratIont
among staff at the school? ,NDo
personnel appear to understaod and
have commitment ,-to 'the planned
program?'

Documents: Council/committee
agendas and minutes; staff meeting
records; interstaff communications;
district Communications; SESR
records and communication come/
school communciation:

Obiervat :'Are the roles' defined
in the p an being carried; out by
the personnel 'signed? Et, :people
know what they are supposed to do?
With whom?,

-Documents: Any records of planning, .
translating, and evaluation activi-

ties including pemos, and other

communications among staff and

councils; IiPs/AILPs; the school

plan, standarised and. other tact

data; survey data; interstaff
communications.

213,
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S.

Area of investigation

E.

Ongoing -planning and

evaluation procedures'

(

214

RAILI1111111.1011L

ses

I-

r.

Brimary.source of information:

interviews

What ongoing planning procedures (formal and/or

informal) are used to make program modifica-

tions? Who is responsible for what? Does the

process. work? Is there commitment to the

process?, ro

What is the ongoing planning procesi by which
the local school personnel tontribute, to the-.

.revision /modification of the SESR plan?

.
What types of evaluation information are'

gathered? How frequently? Who is involved?

How are 'evaluation data used in planning for

program change?

How do staff and others know whether or not

what they have planned and implemented is

making a difference in student learning ?',

What personnel are involved in planning and
evaluation activities conducted schoolwide?

What are the\ prqtedures for identifying and

solving a prob em n translating the plan into

action? Who is involved?

How does the problem solving process relate to

the ongoing planning and evaluation process at

the school?

y
or

11-92

11 I

Verifying sourced of information:
observation/documents
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CPPCIRTLNITIES FOR IMPROVING Ppm4PC, TRANSLATING THE F AN IN }) ACTION,) AM) EVALUATION

The statements listed telow indicate- actions whic0 may have been or
. need to be taken to improve the of of your program. The

specific oOportunIties selected, by the reviewers, reflect .fiCir

understanding of your program and their best suggestions for %hat your
next steps might be to make your program more effective for Students,

a. Allocate time and, resources for p lanning, translating, evaluation
activities.

c.

' b. Identify individuals to provide specifiC leadership in planning and
for ongoing planning and evaluation.

.c. Clarify
.

who is responsible .for what, and- bow the various roles
are related to each other.

d. Establish effective conmdnicat ion and coordination procedures.

e. Piovide staff development 93 that each adult working in the progran,
incluating those providing services for students with special needs,
understands:

- The intended impact of the planned program on staff and students

- His or her own individual role and responsibility in carrying
out the specific activities of the plan and_how and with whom to
work in carrying out the specific activities of the planned

Dv:grim

-How newly planned activities fit with existing program activities

f. Estop lisp a process for monitoring the implementation of the planned
program, including services for students with special needs.

Establish a decision - making process for making program modifications
which,provides for:

- Using evaluation results to confirm previous agreements or
determining the need for change

- Developing alternative procedures and selecting among the
.alternatives

'9.

- Implementing selected procedures

h. Ensufe that the SSC/SAC/BAC are central to the decision-making
process.

E/S

RAILAMANAMIL
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staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with Other
staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness for palbram improvement and then decide how
your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluat ion procedures will be
used to incorporate them into your -grogram.

Selected Opporiunities for Improving

z
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What the Final Report Includes

AVAPTER III

ROGRAM REVIEW FINDINGS

This chapter includes a description of how the
findings' are shared with the school community through
the final report. While parts of this chapter will be
useful ter schools conducting internal or self-reviews,
the chapter is intended primarily for State Department
of Education or Consortia-reviewers.

The final report is both a written'and an oral
report delivered at'the conclusion of a program review.
It is the means through which the findings of the review
team, together with the reviewers' suggestions fdr how
the Jichool program might '.be improved, ..arl.ehared with

the staff, school- councils, district represen-
tatives, and other pazantirand.lcfmmunity members at the

school. It is the most critical element of the entire
review process.

The purpose. of the final report is to provide' for

those at the school a reflection of the current

effectiveness of the school program, and clear

suggestions for-ways in which the effectiveness of the
program.canbe sustained and/ofilueased. A successful
final report not only confirms andMitends the knowledge
that staff and parents have about their program, but

also 'yields k suggestions about bow the improvement

process at the school (i.e. ongoing planning and

evaluation activities and activities used Li translate

the planned program into action) can be used to make the
program as effective as' it was intended to be. A

'successful final report is" a.4stimulus for -continuing

ptogram improvement.'.

<,

Two forms are used for the final report: the quality,-.4-criteri4 and opportunities for improving-are Included-in
Chapter II of this handbook; the compliance -criteria-are 0
published separately.

Both report forms are organized' ac ing to the
moder of a'school program described esrliXtee Chapter

I). The forms include a section for each concentric ring
'within the model of a school program:

Instruction

InStructional Support

'IThe Improvement Process .

Within each of the sections, the quality report form

Aioorganized into two types of review findings: (1)

quality or effectiveness; ands (2) opportunities for

improvement. These two' types of findings represent the
two distinct perspectives_from which the school program
is viewed. The quality criteria are intended to describe-

the effect of activities on the cli4nt (e.g., the e ezt

of instructional a ivities on students or the effe of

support activiti n instruction).- The opportunities
for improving de be what the school staff and others
are doing or'might do to achillve beneficial effect's on

students. The intent of the quality rating 141 to give
the school a status report on the effectOeness of the
current program. The intent of the opportunities for
improving is to suggest activities on which the school
might next focus in' its formal and informal ongoing

planning and evaluation process and in translating the
planned program into action.

1
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How the Final Report is Developed

Preparation for the final report is concurrent with
the process of program review, for the report is based
on all the information the; team has gathered through the

investigatory methods of observation, interview, and

document review. Information is tested, verifietit

analyzed, synthesized, and reported ,via the quality`

criteria and the opportunities for improving of the,

quality report form.

'
Using the process described in Chapter II of this

handbook, reviewers, gather information during each day
of review, and during each day confer, together to share
what has been learned, to test the validity of what has
been observed, to plan ways to verify informatioi that

is not yet certain, to plan how to gather needed

information, and to identify possible-opportunities for

inprdving, the program. During these donferences

reviewers measure the information they have gathered

against that 'required to make a judgment about the

quality of ,the program and opportunities for improving
each program area being reviewed.

During these conferences, reviewers will:

o' Identify areas that requirk pore information, and plan
strategies to collect it the next day (e.g., who will
return to a particular classroom to gather additional
information or who will ask a particular person

certain questions).
. -
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Develop tentative judgments about program quality, and
identify possible opportunities for improvement.
Identify additional evidence needed to verify these

.judgments.

Identify and agree on each reviewer's responsibilities
foripthe next diy.

Prior to the final report on the last'day of the review,
the reviewers will:

Review the school plan and all information gathered
during the visit

Compare. information collected and reach agreement on

judgments for each quality criterion

Identify for each area of the review the most promising
next steps for the school to take

Prepare to explain why eachicriterioniwas so judged- and
why the identified opportunities were selected

Write the opportunitiesior improvement in terms of the
school's owp improvement process, stating each
opportunity so that it can stand on its own and be,
understandable to a reader who was not.present at the ,

final report

Decide on the ordei of the presentation and" tide
responsibility each reviewer will take in presenting.

the review,findings
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V

How the Review Findings Are Presented

Although the review findings are presented as the
final event of the review; preparations for that final,
event begin during the first .review day when the

revi 16 discuss with the principal: '

Wher the report is to be given and when; how many
people are expected; and how,the room isclo' be

arranged

How copies of the quality criteria can I. made
available foz those in attendance

What special equipment Wight be needed (e:g., overhead
projector, chalkboard)

li
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The report itself is preiented in two sessions on
the afternoon of the laste-,,day of the review--first to
the school principal and whomever he or she selects to

be present at the preliminary report and then to the

school community at the final report.

The purpose of the meetingwith the princeipUl is to
share findingsand to clarify ,any questions or concerns
the principal may have about those findings. It is

important to note here that if discussion has been

ongoing betweenireviewers and the principal' and others
at the school, the findings will come as,no surprise.
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In presentingthe final report to the assembled
school community, reviewers begin the report by:

Recdgnizing that edme people in the aud ience may not

have participated in the review and that many have '-

participated in only one part of the review, restating
who -the review team members are, why they pre there,

and the purpose of. the review

Emphasizing the the etiewis of the whole planned

program, not or in idual classrooms or particular

parts of the iota program mmd that compliance with

laws ant regulations is part of the review

Explaining how the quality criteria amd'opportunikies

are used and how they relate to each other -

Recognizing the effort expended by staff and others in
implementing-the planned program and/or their efforts

at improving their program

In presenting the findings to the school Ipmmunity,

the reviewers wills
osz'

. .,

A
O If there are no compliance exceptions, report so at

111-3

the beginningr of the Session

*7)

Present the compllance rdings

- If there are compliance exceptions, briefly

discuss each exception, stating what about the
program is out compliahce and what should be done

to bring it into compliance,

/

I
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Describe the, reviewers' findings for each area .of
review. This oral description must he related to the,
descriptive paragraph: of the criterion; it may be
illustrated by a transparency for overhead projection
or-by reading or paraphrasing from the criterion the
sentences of the descriptive ,paragraphs that are
appropriate for that particular school

Present the quality rating

-Iaentify opportunities for improving the program.
Expand on the written statements by sharing ideas or
recommendations on how the .school staff and parents

can use the planning/evaluation process to improve the

... program

NOTE: Findings are not If the school

personnel believe thatliThe finding on a specific item
does not accurately reflect the progLea, they may give
additional information on that item after the report is

completed. The reviewers may find' it ncliessary -to

request documentation or other validation of that

information following the completion of the teport.

Repeat this procedure for each progiam quality

criterion t

Open the report to questions and matters requiring
clarification

The reviewers will 'NAecide in private whether the
additional information ienew to thee or whether it has

already been considered. If it is new information, trey

mar.use it to review the accuracy or completeness f...the
judgment in question.
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The report is concluded by the reviewers by thial
the school community for its hospitality and completi
the rgviewpaperwork.

Follow-Up to a Program Review

While the Department of Eduhation has no standard
procedure for following ,up on the quality findings,

compliance exceptions are monitored by the Department. A
school with compliance exceptions has 45 days in which to

respond with a solution to the problem or, if the problem
is one which cannut be resolved within that time frame;
to enter into a compliance 'agreement with the Department,
stating how the problem will be resolved and when.

For follow-up assistance in implementing the recom-
mendations or suggestions for' program improvement, the
scho41 personnel should contact their district resources,
their county office, the State Department of Education,
private or public institutions, staff development centers
within their area, or whitever they decide would be bast

for them. While external agencies should be aware that

schools which have experienced an analysis of the

effectiveness of their programihether internal' or

external-lere most receptive to program- Aaprovement

suggestions, the decisions about who should help in

implementing recommendations or modifying the planned

program rests with the athool and district.,
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